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ABSTRACT

A MODEL AND PRINCIPLES FOR EFFECTIVE INTERNET-BASED
DISTANCE EDUCATION

Robert W. Mendenhall
David O. McKay School of Education
Doctor of Philosophy in Instructional Psychology and Technology

Internet-based distance education is becoming an increasingly accepted and
important part of U.S. higher education, creating a unique opportunity to explore new
models of effective education that take advantage of the unique strengths of the
technology. This dissertation documents a new model for Internet-based distance
education, and identifies the underlying principles of effective education incorporated
into that model. The model has been developed over the last four years in the form of a
new university, Western Governors University (WGU), and has been modified and
refined through a program of action research. The key underlying principles of the model
include an emphasis on individualizing learning, made possible by a focus on measuring
competencies, facilitated by modular and interactive courseware, and strengthened by a
program of active mentoring. The advantages of learning opportunities independent of
time and place are explained, along with the importance of creating learning communities

and pacing elements to support and encourage student progress and completion. Other
principles include the concepts behind institutional sharing of courses and other learning
resources, and the advantages in online education of differentiating and specializing
faculty roles. Finally, principles of measurement and evaluation are applied to both
assessment of student learning, and to an institutional program for continuous
improvement. The presentation of the model and principles in this dissertation is
designed to be helpful to all those with an interest in improving the quality of online
distance-delivered higher education.
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Chapter I
The Need For A Model And Principles For Effective
Internet-Based Distance Education
This dissertation is based on the proposition that the contribution most needed in
the emerging field of Internet-based distance education (IBDE) is to develop and
document a model and underlying principles for effective IBDE. This model should be
based on a synthesis of literature reviews, advice of experienced peers and consultants,
and results of a program of action research that both validates and modifies the model
and principles. It is the development and documentation of this model and principles for
a wide audience of IBDE policy makers, implementers, and critics that is the fundamental
purpose of this dissertation.
Problem Statement - Need For The Study
In too many instances, implementations of Internet-based distance education have
not been grounded in sound educational practice, much less in comprehensive plans for
learning effectiveness. As the Internet has expanded rapidly its presence and influence in
businesses and homes, there has been a rush by higher education to move “online”. It is
now estimated that 90% of all colleges and universities will offer at least one course
online by the year 2005 (Charp, 2002, p. 8). Many of these institutions seem to be
embracing online education because it is the “new thing”, rather than for any clearly
articulated strategic objective. Even worse, many seem to be ‘reinventing the wheel’ and
in so doing, repeating the mistakes of the past.
Ely (1996) describes the current environment as follows:
The urgency of ‘doing something’ is prompted by the rapid growth of the means
to deliver instruction via the latest technology. . . .This is clearly a time to stop
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and ask: what are we trying to do; for whom, why, and how [Internet- based]
education will improve the quality of teaching and enhance the benefits to
learners.
The rush to utilize the Internet in higher education too often results in poor
implementations, insufficient investments, and failure. Levine and Sun (2002) describe
the current state of Internet-based distance education thusly:
Most distance learning courses resemble traditional classroom courses or
poor imitations-talking heads, lots of text, and streaming video. Distance
education has failed to take advantage of the Internet as a new medium. It
tends to be more mass than individual, to involve more one-way than
interactive communication. This typical primitive response to new media
mirrors past actions: When movies were invented, producers filmed plays.
With the advent of television, radio actors performed on screen. And when
distance learning started happening via the Internet, universities asked
faculty to duplicate their courses online. (p. 5)
Issues of course quality are not the only, or even perhaps the major challenge for
Internet-based distance education. Business models for implementation are unclear, and
high profile initiatives from major universities like NYU, Columbia, and others have
spent millions of dollars developing IBDE programs only to quietly close their doors in
the recent past. Nevertheless, the issue is not, as some opponents of technology would
have us believe, to debate the relative merits of the Internet in distance-delivered higher
education, but rather to define and apply sound models and principles for effectively
using the Internet.
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The focus of this study is on effective academic program design for IBDE. While
this dissertation will touch on both course design and institutional design, these will be
considered only as they relate to the academic program. An academic program is much
bigger than a course. It includes the entire student experience, from enrollment and
orientation to graduation. The academic program is the learning model employed by an
institution to meet the needs of its students. There is currently a lack of clear principles
to implement, evaluate, and improve academic programs delivered via Internet-based
distance education. Many are moving into IBDE without a clear understanding of what
has been learned so far, and without clearly thinking through their implementation. The
need is to define a model and principles of effective IBDE, that incorporate the key
components of effectiveness, and that can be applied to current models and practices to
evaluate and improve implementations of IBDE.
Research Question
The central research question of this dissertation is “What is an effective model and
its associated key principles for effective Internet-based distance learning in higher
education?” The research challenge of this dissertation is to analyze and synthesize the
best thinking of scholars and practitioners from the literature, to apply this knowledge in
the actual development of a working model for effective IBDE, and to identify the
underlying principles of effective IBDE that have general application beyond the specific
model. The unique contribution of this dissertation study is a new university model
developed specifically around principles for effective Internet-based distance education.
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Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to define a model and principles for
effective Internet-based distance-delivered higher education, and demonstrate how
they can be applied to current practice. Such a model and its underlying principles,
if they exist and can be applied, should be used to guide implementations of IBDE
and to evaluate and improve current practice. The approach is to look at a complete
model, and a full set of principles designed to cover the entire spectrum of concerns
in implementing effective Internet-based distance education. I shall not attempt to
prove in great depth any particular component principle, but rather to define a
model and its essential principles required for effective IBDE, and show how they
can be applied to current practice. This study is focused on IBDE in higher
education, but it is hoped that many of the principles will apply to other
implementations of Internet-based distance education, particularly in business
training applications.
One purpose in seeking to define a model and principles for effective Internet-based
education is to capture the best practices already developed by others and make them
accessible to all. The definition of this model and its associated principles is meant to
guide educators, and also politicians and technologists to address the issues raised herein
in any implementation of IBDE. However, it is not enough to create a model and set of
principles for effective IBDE. It is important to show their application in actual practice,
for as T.S. Eliot (1952) said, “Between the idea and the reality, between the motion and
the act, falls the shadow” (p. 58). Therefore, this study will both demonstrate and explain
the model and principles for effective IBDE. Recognizing that our knowledge and
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understanding of IBDE is still in the infant stage, it is anticipated and hoped that the
model and principles will lead to the spawning of multiple future studies to analyze
further each of the individual principles of effective practice, leading to a continuing
refinement of both the model and principles.
This dissertation is written for all those who are concerned about the effective use
of the Internet for distance-delivered higher education. The audience includes university
administrators and faculty with direct responsibility for implementation, students seeking
a quality educational experience, and those who may be promoting and/or funding
educational technology including federal and state governments, corporations, and
foundations.
Limitations of The Study
This study is from the outset limited to Internet-based, distance-delivered higher
education. While the principles and their application may apply in other settings, there is
no assurance that they will. A more significant limitation is researcher bias, in that I am
intimately involved in implementing IBDE as President of Western Governors
University, and believe that we have developed a model of IBDE that is worthy of
emulation. This is also the strength of the current study, in that this is not just a
theoretical exercise, but represents the interaction of theory and practice through ongoing
action research in developing and improving current practice in IBDE.
Definitions
Higher Education
By higher education, I refer to colleges and universities offering formal degrees. I
exclude other forms of post-secondary education, encompassing a broad range of
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corporate training, vocational training, industry certifications, and so on. I believe that
the principles defined herein will be generally applicable in these other settings, and will
be useful to those implementing such educational opportunities. However, this study is
focused on experiences in formal college and university settings, which have some
unique challenges not common to corporate settings, and no attempt was made to study
or comment on these differences.
Distance Learning
Distance learning is traditionally defined as learning where the student and teacher
are physically separated from each other. Daniel (1996) defines two distinct traditions of
distance education: remote classroom teaching (typically using telecommunication
technologies), and correspondence study (typically print-based individual learning with
limited teacher intervention). “The essence of remote-classroom education is a
synchronous relationship between an individual teacher and a number of groups of
students. . .The essence of correspondence education is a direct but asynchronous
relationship between an institution and an individual student” (p. 48). Note that remoteclassroom education is still time and place dependent, whereas correspondence learning
is time and place independent. Internet-based distance education is clearly a third, new
tradition of distance education, which may include both synchronous and asynchronous
components.
Technology-Based Education
I use the term technology-based education to refer specifically to the use of
computers in education. I avoid the term computer-based education (or instruction),
because for many this conjures up a particular and rather narrow conception of one type
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of instruction. By technology-based education, I refer to the whole range of computer
uses in education, from traditional computer-based education, to simulations, to
computers connected to networks including the Internet. The computer offers a unique
capability not shared by other educational technologies: the processing power of the
computer allows instructional programs that process student responses and interact with
students based on their responses. As a result, the computer interacts with the user, rather
than simply transmitting information. Further, this interaction between computer and
student is individualized to the learner. Thus the key attributes of technology-based
learning include intelligent response-processing, interaction and individualization. The
computer used as an intelligent, interactive and individualized medium for teaching and
learning offers not just a supplement to traditional classroom instruction, but a potentially
new, different, and perhaps more effective approach to teaching and learning.
I exclude from this definition of technology-based education the other primary
technology used in distance education, that of instructional television, whether distributed
via videotape, one-way broadcast television, two-way interactive television, or even via
broadband Internet. While this technology has an important role in providing classes that
might otherwise not be available, it is essentially used to provide classroom-based
instruction at a distance (the remote classroom teaching model described by Daniel
above). As such, it seeks to replicate, not innovate the traditional learning model, and
thus brings with it none of the advantages and challenges of the restructured learning
environment that is the subject of this paper. Technology-based education implies a
different kind of learning environment, although it is recognized that in most
implementations it is merely a supplementary resource in a traditional environment.
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(Note that in excluding instructional television from this definition, I do not mean to
exclude the use of interactive video as part of IBDE.)
Effective Internet-Based Distance Education
Internet-based distance education is a form of both distance education and
technology-based education as defined above. (While realizing a technical distinction, I
make no distinction in this paper between the terms online, Internet-based, and webbased.) The Internet adds two crucial components to other types of technology-based
education, in that it is a connection to vast information resources, and it provides vast
powers of communication. For the purposes of this paper, Internet-based distance
education (or IBDE) refers to the provision of ‘prepared educational experiences’. These
most often would include anticipated learning outcomes and a scope and sequence of
content that would most likely lead to the desired outcomes. The content is delivered to
students in different locations primarily via the Internet. As such, IBDE could refer to an
individual course or to an entire degree program or to an entire institution.
The question of what is meant by the word “effective” is interesting. Do we mean
effective for students or student learning, cost-effective or effective in expanding access,
effective for the institution or the faculty? For purposes of this dissertation, I define
effectiveness as both “learning effectiveness” and “institutional effectiveness”. In simple
terms, this means that effective IBDE must be effective as measured by student learning,
which should be measured in some direct way as well as by such factors as retention and
graduation rates. Effective IBDE must also be effective as measured by institutional
goals that generally include cost-effectiveness, faculty satisfaction, increasing access,
and/or other goals of importance to the institution.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
Four years ago, having completed my doctoral coursework, I began work on a
dissertation entitled “A Model and Principles for Internet-based Education”. Not long
into my work on the dissertation, I was offered a unique opportunity to actually create a
new model and implement principles of effective Internet-based distance education as
embodied in a new university. In the spring of 1999, I was named President of Western
Governors University (WGU), an initiative of nineteen western governors to create a
virtual university using the Internet. WGU provided me the unique opportunity not just
to write about a theoretical model and principles for IBDE, but actually to lead the
process of developing and implementing such a model and principles, and demonstrating
its effectiveness in actual practice. It must be remembered that in 1999 there were no
proven models for IBDE; in fact, my original proposed dissertation was to derive the
model and principles from lessons that had been learned in distance learning and
technology-based learning.
For the last four years, I have been involved as the leader of an exciting action
research project to not only study and discuss models and principles for Internet-based
education, but to implement them, evaluate them, modify them and prove their efficacy in
the real world by the success and failure of the University and its students. Four years
and $25 million later, the University is recognized as an innovative leader in new models
of higher education, and this dissertation documents the findings of this project to create
and demonstrate a new principles-based model university specifically created to deliver
Internet-based distance education.
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The methodology for this work, indeed for building the University, was very well
suited to the methods of action research. Gay and Airasian (2000) define action research
as follows:
Action research is a type of practitioner research that is used to improve the
practitioner’s practice; action implies doing or changing something. . . .Good
action research shares many of the characteristics of other research approaches.
For example, systematic inquiry is a feature of all research. Systematic means
ordered and planned, the application of a logical approach to examining a topic or
problem. Inquiry implies asking questions for which you do not know the
answer. . . .Similarly, good research is informed-that is, it requires the collection
and interpretation of data to produce results. . . .Action research also has some
characteristics that differentiate it from other forms of research. For example, the
purpose of action research is to find problems and to correct them. . . .Further, the
“fix things up” aspect of action research is carried out by the . . . researcher. . . .
Finally, action research is value based. The action researcher’s intention is to
change a situation so that it is similar to his or her value preference. (pp. 593-595)
Others have added additional dimensions to the definition of action research.
“Action research involves individuals and groups identifying areas for improvement,
generating ideas, and testing these ideas in practice. [It] is characterized by cyclical,
critical reflection and action, and collaboration. . . .Action research “is an education
process capable of fostering educational outcomes” (Elliott, 1991, as cited in Arhar,
Holly, & Kasten, et al., 2001, p. 285). “What makes action research a form of
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scholarship is the tenaciously inquisitive, purposeful, systematic, critical, self-critical, and
collaborative ways one explores and changes one’s practice” (Arhar et al., 2001, p. 15).
It is clear from these definitions that action research is an appropriate methodology,
perhaps the most appropriate available, for carrying out the task of actually building a
model and developing sound principles for Internet-based distance education.
As its name implies, action research is intended to achieve both action and
research. It is suited to situations where you wish to bring about action in the
form of change, and at the same time develop an understanding which informs the
change and is an addition to what is known. . . .It is most valuable when you have
to be responsive to the changing demands of a situation. For example, this may
be when you wish to build a research component into some change program or. . .
for evaluation of an ongoing program. . . .Action research is designed to allow
simultaneous change and understanding. . . .It allows for systematic understanding
to arise from activities which are oriented towards change (Dick & Swepson,
1997, pp. 3-4).
It should be noted that one of the limitations of action research mentioned in the
literature is that it “is often regarded as giving answers which are specific to the particular
situation, and which cannot be generalized to other situations” (Dick & Swepson, 1997,
p. 4). This limitation reflects the use of action research by practitioners in a classroom,
where it is used for individual decision-making by a specific teacher for a particular
group of children. However, action research in this project was applied at the
institutional level, to research an academic program model. Research was not conducted
specific to an individual faculty member or a particular group of students, but rather
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applied to successive iterations of the program with new faculty and students as well as
existing groups. Further, action research may be generalized by using literature (and peer
review) to “test the relevance of findings” (Dick & Swepson, 1997, p. 6).
All universities have the research advantage of having a cyclical operations model,
in that they start a new semester three or four times a year. Although often not viewed in
this way, or utilized effectively, this cyclical operation can allow for progressive
innovation with ongoing measures of effectiveness. WGU’s model is even more cyclical,
in that we start a new term with brand new students every thirty days. In addition,
existing students study in six month terms, so groups of existing students are starting new
terms each month as well. The research findings at WGU gain validity by the repeated
iterations that are possible as new students begin, and existing students start new terms.
The interactions from term to term are largely consistent – student enrollment; mentor
interactions with students; students taking courses, accessing learning resources,
participating in learning communities, and taking competency assessments – thus
allowing incremental changes to be implemented and measured on an ongoing basis.
Why does the WGU experience qualify as an action research project? More
importantly, what evidence is there that the WGU model and underlying principles do in
fact lead to effective Internet-based distance education? As to the first question, a recent
visit of an accreditation team (at least the fifth such visit from different teams in the past
four years), formally commended the University “as a learning organization that
continually assesses its performance and nimbly responds to assessment findings, both in
student learning and in organizational effectiveness” and “as a ‘data-regarding’
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institution, with good institutional research capability” (Interregional Accrediting
Committee, 2002, p.23). These attributes are almost the definition of action research.
The ultimate answer to the second question will unfold throughout this dissertation,
and more fully over the next ten or twenty years, but some initial evidence may be
provided. First, WGU is succeeding as an institution, while many higher profile, better
funded initiatives in IBDE have quietly disappeared, including the U.S. Open University,
Fathom (Columbia University), and NYU Online. Secondly, the University has a student
retention rate of 76% (almost twice the national average for distance learning), a student
satisfaction rate of 84%, and while the numbers are small, 100% of surveyed graduates
report enhanced career success. The University has been accredited nationally by the
Distance Education and Training Council (DETC), and is the only university ever to be
simultaneously accredited by four regional accrediting commissions. There is, of course,
much work still to be done to refine the model and principles and practice, but this in
itself is a principle of effective IBDE. Enough has been accomplished that it is now
appropriate to document the model and principles as they have been developed thus far.
The methodology used for developing the model and principles of effective IBDE
at WGU included three essential components:
1. A continuous review of the literature, particularly the new literature relating to
current experience in implementing IBDE.
2. Consistent peer review, consultation, and discussion.
3. Specific action research methodology that called for planning, implementation,
measurement of results, reporting of findings, planning of revisions, and reimplementation in a continuous cycle.
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The literature review provides the background environment in which WGU was
created, identifies the major issues around implementing IBDE, and provides support for
the research findings of the WGU model. In fact, this literature was continuously
reviewed over the past four years as it was produced, and it guided decisions and practice
at WGU. The approach taken in reviewing the literature on Internet-based education was
to review both books and articles primarily on Internet-based education, but where
appropriate those concerned with technology-based education and distance education as
well, since in many ways the Internet is the combination of these two approaches to
education. Both library and Internet searches were initiated using categories such as
Internet learning, Internet education, online learning, online education, technology-based
learning/education, distance education, educational technology, instructional technology,
virtual education, virtual universities, and so on. I also accessed via the Web the
resources of many national and international educational organizations dealing with
Internet-based education, including Educause, the Institute for Higher Education Policy,
the Instructional Telecommunications Council, the Sloan Foundation, the League for
Innovation, and the Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications.
As mentioned above, the literature review has been ongoing during the course of
the project of building WGU, and has influenced design decisions and implementation
practices. For example, WGU received significant funding from the Sloan Foundation,
and was accredited by four of the eight regional accrediting commissions, so the
university both influenced, and was influenced by, their guidelines.
The creation and development of the University was also influenced heavily by
peer review and consultation. The involvement of experts includes both internal and
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external expertise. Early on, the University contracted with the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) and with the National Center for Higher
Education Measurement Systems (NCHEMS) to develop the initial model for WGU.
The University also recruited a broad range of expertise to its Program Councils and
Assessment Council to define its educational programs. Further, the University
participated with three different accreditation efforts with different approaches to
defining quality education. Finally, WGU hired experienced and highly qualified
administrators and faculty to implement and monitor University programs.
The research methodology is best described as data-driven critical reflection. Data
includes input from literature review and peer review, as well as both quantitative
measures and qualitative observations. Quantitative data is regularly collected and
analyzed and includes learning outcomes (as measured by competency exams), student
academic progress, enrollments, retention rates, graduation rates, usage statistics (for
courses, learning resources, library, collaboration, etc.), financial measures, and others.
Qualitative observations include regular student surveys, faculty discussions, case studies
of graduates, peer reviews, and others.
Standards of good research were employed that lend credibility to both the process
and the results. Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest several techniques that enhance the
credibility of research findings in naturalistic inquiry. While action research is not
naturalistic inquiry, some of the techniques suggested apply equally well to the practice
of action research. These research techniques include prolonged engagement, persistent
observation, triangulation, and peer debriefing. Dependability of the results is enhanced
by “the stability or consistency of the inquiry processes used over time” (Lincoln &
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Guba, 1985). This project has been carried out over the past four years, providing a
period of prolonged engagement sufficient for several cycles of planning,
implementation, data collection and analysis, reflection, planning and re-implementation.
The definition of measures and observations outlined above for both quantitative and
qualitative data sources were specified early in the process and have remained consistent
and persistent over the project period. These data are reviewed in monthly meetings,
where recommendations for action are considered, planned, and authorized.
As noted above, the model and principles employed in the WGU implementation
have been triangulated through an ongoing process of literature review, ongoing peer
review and consultation with experts, and actual implementation and measurement of
results. The reason action research was best suited to the project, is that the university
required a dynamic model that could change as new understandings were developed.
“Action research is inquiry or research in the context of focused efforts to improve the
quality of an organization and its performance. It typically is designed and conducted by
practitioners who analyze the data to improve their own practice” (North Central
Regional p.1). “Action research is deliberate, solution-oriented investigation that is . . .
characterized by spiraling cycles of problem identification, systematic data collection,
reflection, analysis, data-driven action taken, and, finally, problem redefinition. The
linking of the terms 'action' and 'research' highlights the essential features of this method:
trying out ideas in practice as a means of increasing knowledge about and/or improving
curriculum, teaching, and learning" (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1982, as cited in Johnson,
B., 1993 p. 1).
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Some examples of action research at WGU may be helpful to illuminate the
methodology. A simple example that emerged from qualitative analysis is the recent
appointment of a Student Liaison at the university. The need for this position first
appeared in a student satisfaction survey, where students indicated that they were
frustrated in getting answers to administrative questions – they were frequently passed to
several people before getting an answer. In discussions with faculty mentors, the mentors
indicated they were spending an inordinate amount of time on administrative questions
rather than instructional issues. In the monthly operations meeting, this concern was
discussed, and the idea of a full-time student liaison position was suggested. Shortly
thereafter, we discovered in the literature that Walden University attributed its high
retention rates in distance learning to their Student Concierge, which they hired at a ratio
of 1:600 students. The decision was made to hire a Student Liaison. Discussion then
ensued about how to communicate the availability and contact information for the
Student Liaison to both existing and new students. We determined there would be a
prominent “button” on the first page of the student portal; that an e-mail would be sent to
all students with the contact information for this person; and that everyone in the
university would be instructed to refer administrative and technical issues to the Student
Liaison. Having implemented this new position, we are now tracking the relevant data
(student opinion, mentor feedback, and retention rates), to determine if this action has a
positive impact on the issues we were addressing.
A second example of action research, this one emerging from an analysis of
quantitative data, is the change made to the WGU tuition plan. WGU developed a tuition
model that reflected its unique character as a competency-based institution utilizing
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Internet-based courses from other institutions. Students paid a flat tuition for the degree
program (over time), and paid separately for courses they chose to take. However, in
monitoring student progress, several concerns surfaced:
1. Students weren’t taking courses because they were an extra charge. Instead, they
relied on their mentors to teach them the content, putting the mentor model at risk.
2. Students felt no urgency, or pacing influence, in their program, since the program
tuition wasn’t tied to time.
3. Students didn’t utilize the library sufficiently.
After analyzing these issues, and after long discussions, a new tuition policy was
implemented that charges term tuition each six months (rewarding those who move
through the program in fewer terms), that includes all necessary courses (so the disincentive to sign up for courses was removed), and a separate library fee each term (since
people value what they pay for). In addition, a significant hands-on library training
segment was added to the student orientation program. Results are now being tracked to
determine if student progress accelerates, if students utilize more courses (and less
mentor time), and if library utilization increases.
One of the unique aspects of action research is that the questions addressed do not
come “solely neither from theory nor from practice, but from ‘critical reflection on the
intersection of the two’” (Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1990, as cited in Johnson, B., 1993,
p. 2). The following example illustrates this principle, while also showing the impact of
literature review in developing the WGU model. There is a significant body of literature
on the need for distance-learning students to be part of a learning community, both to
enhance learning and to provide pacing for the learning activity. As a result, technology
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to support learning communities (such as chat, threaded discussions, etc.) was added to
the WGU platform. However, analysis of the usage of these tools, and feedback from the
mentors indicated that students were not actively participating in learning communities.
After analyzing the reasons, we moved from starting new students every day, to starting
students as a cohort on the first of each month, and all students are now required to
participate in a new orientation course. This course draws upon the chapters of several
textbooks edited to WGU’s situation, teaches principles of online learning, and groups
students into active learning communities. Student involvement in learning communities
and student satisfaction has increased as a result.
The examples above are meant to provide insight into the methodology used in
developing the WGU model for IBDE that is described in Chapter 4. While clearly
focused on describing the current practice at WGU, Chapter 4 includes some of the
thinking and process that went into the development of the model. There is, however, no
attempt to provide a comprehensive history of WGU. The focus of Chapter 4 is
describing the current WGU model for Internet-based distance education, as an answer to
the research question posed, which is to define an effective model and underlying
principles for IBDE. The development of an actual working model incorporating
principles of effective practice at WGU represents the key results of this study.
The reporting of the findings of this project is divided into the three succeeding
chapters: a review of the literature (Chapter 3), a detailed description of a current model
for IBDE as it has been developed at WGU (Chapter 4), and a discussion of the
underlying principles of this model and their application to the practice of others
implementing IBDE programs (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3
Literature Review
The literature on effective Internet-based distance education can be organized into
three major categories:
1. Strengths and Weaknesses of Internet-Based Distance Education vs. Traditional
Classroom Education. Much of this literature sets forth the potential strengths
and weaknesses of technology-based education vs. traditional education. Often
this literature is not research-based, although it is generally experience-based, and
the approach is to present rational arguments and anecdotal evidence for the
positions taken. This literature is important because it effectively describes the
theoretical differences between traditional education and online education, or the
ideals of each form of education. It establishes from a rational argument
perspective those key attributes of technology-based education that should make
the most difference in education. At the same time, this literature identifies some
of the dangers to avoid in implementing technology-based education, as well as
some of the strengths of traditional education that need to be preserved in any
technology implementation.
This is largely the policy discourse in the United States on Internet-based
education. In other words, few decisions are being made based on carefully
controlled research studies; most actions are being taken because of a belief, as
yet unproven, in the potential (for good or bad) of the Internet in education. The
issues of most concern to current decision makers involved in Internet-based
education are contained in this literature. A synthesis of this literature provides
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insight into the current best thinking as to important theoretical principles for
implementing Internet-based education. Principles for effective Internet-based
education should seek to capitalize on the potential strengths of the medium,
while attempting to minimize its potential weaknesses.
2. Guidelines for Effective Online Education. In the past few years as online higher
education has expanded rapidly, numerous organizations have sought to define
guidelines for effective practice of online distance education. These include the
American Federation of Teachers, the Sloan Learning Consortium, The Institute
for Higher Education Policy, and the eight regional accrediting commissions (in
conjunction with the Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications).
In developing a model and principles for effective Internet-based learning, a good
starting place is a critical review of the proposed guidelines, principles and
standards proposed by others. However, as will be seen, most of these proposed
guidelines are concerned with fitting IBDE into traditional academic models, as
opposed to rethinking the model to reflect the differences in the delivery system.
There is also now a small but growing body of literature on new practices in
online distance education that have the potential to improve effectiveness.
3. Barriers to Effective Online Education. In developing principles for effective
Internet-based education, it is as important to look at obstacles to effective
education as it is to study effective practices, because one may negate the other.
The objective of this portion of the literature review is to identify the major
barriers that keep online education from being as effective as it could be. The
principles that are developed for effective Internet-based education must address
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these obstacles with strategies for overcoming them.
Strengths and Weaknesses of Internet-based
Distance Education vs. Traditional Classroom Education
Much of the general literature relating to Internet-based education revolves around
the potential of technology in education (i.e. all the wonderful things it can do) and the
problems with the traditional education system (i.e. what’s wrong with the current
approach). Often, these are addressed together, as in how technology can compensate for
and resolve the weaknesses of current educational practice. This discussion is useful, as
it highlights the potential advantages that an implementation of Internet-based education
should seek to realize. However, some additional dimensions to the problem are also
reviewed below such as the strengths of traditional education and the weaknesses of
individualized learning and distance learning. These should also be reviewed to ensure
that our principles provide a way for Internet-based education to incorporate the key
components of the classroom and overcome the traditional criticisms of individualized
learning and distance learning.
The Potential of Internet-Based Education
Technology will greatly expand access to higher education and fundamentally
change the models of education with which we are familiar. In particular,
technology will enable education that is learner-centric, individualized, and
interactive, making education far more relevant to the needs of individuals. It will
allow for anytime, anyplace learning, which will be particularly attractive to
working adults, and it will enable true lifelong learning in a formal sense.
(Mendenhall, 2001, p. 37)
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Internet-based distance education allows the teaching/learning process to
occur ‘at any time and any place’. The ability to provide asynchronous interactive
learning activities has become the signature characteristic of this technology,
setting it apart from most of the other technologies. . . .It alters the concept of
time. Generally, students can participate in a course at any time of day or night
. . . .It is this distinctly different concept of time that makes Internet-based
distance education fundamentally different than traditional classroom-based
education. (Institute for Higher Education Policy, 2000, p. 6-7)
The beauty of the Web is that it provides an entirely new context for teaching
and learning. It removes the physical and time constraints for instructors as well
as learners. Moving a course to the Web presents the perfect opportunity to return
to the core principles of teaching and learning to create a new pedagogical model
for our practices. (Boettcher, 1999, as cited in Institute for Higher Education
Policy, 2000, p. 7)
Andrew Feenberg, a professor at San Diego State University, made the following
observation:
Writing is not a poor substitute for physical presence and speech, but another
fundamental medium of expression with its own properties and powers. The
online environment is essentially a space for written interaction. This is its
limitation and potential. Electronic networks should be appropriated with this in
mind and not turned into poor copies of the face-to-face classroom that they can
never reproduce adequately. (As cited in American Federation of Teachers, 2000,
p. 9)
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“The inherent strengths of the Internet [are] greater flexibility, convenience, and
personalization" (Twigg, 2001, p. 5).
Strengths of Traditional Education
In discussing the power of technology to overcome the limitations of our current
educational approaches, it is essential that we do not overlook the strengths inherent in
our traditional education approach. In fact, a seminal article in this regard was written
over 25 years ago by Joe Lipson (1976), entitled “Hidden Strengths of Conventional
Instruction”. In it, he suggests that our conventional practice has evolved over time,
consciously or intuitively, some powerful traditions that are important to learning. While
suggesting that more research is needed, he offers the following insights (p. 13):
1. Learning as a ritualized group activity. “Conventional class instruction is a
ritualized group activity. . .Ritualized group activity gives an event importance.
The fact that some power has brought the group together in some way tells each
member of the group that he is engaged in an event of some significance-even if
the event seems somewhat boring or irrelevant.”
2. Patterning. “The class usually follows a regular pattern. The patterning makes it
easier to engage the activity. This is similar to the ritual and pattern of getting
washed and dressed.”
3. Social expectations. “The involvement with the teacher’s expectations and the
expectations and observations of classmates creates [this] web of social
expectations. Each student becomes subconsciously aware of what is expected of
him.”
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4. Pacing. “The traditional class is strongly paced with the schedule of progression
the same for each student. This probably causes students to mobilize themselves
to keep up as best they can.”
5. Class conversation. “The class conversation seems to add another dimension to
the learning of individual students. Something is going on even when a student is
a silent observer and listener to a dialogue between a teacher and another student.
Each spoken word, each question, evokes some response in the mind of each
student that in some way promotes the integration of what he has learned and
forces him to look at the lessons in a different way.”
6. Modeling of competence. “One of the most important aspects. . .is the extent to
which the teacher acts as a model of someone competent. . .Many studies have
shown that students who have an effective model of competent performance learn
much more rapidly than students who are taught without such a model.”
These strengths of the traditional classroom could be summarized as ritual (1 and
2), social expectations (3 and 4), class conversation (5), and modeling (6). As Lipson
points out, the weakness in much of our work with individualized instruction of all types
is that we lose many of these strengths of traditional education. Surely any
comprehensive set of principles for Internet-based education should seek to incorporate
these insights from traditional education. In fact, some earlier work in technology-based
learning addressed some of these issues. In my own early work on the TICCIT project at
Brigham Young University, we sought to recapture and capitalize on these classroom
traditions in order to improve our completion rate for computer-based education. When
we began, we found that the computer instruction was effective for those students who
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completed the course, but the completion rate was less than 50% compared to over 90%
for the classroom version of the same course. First, we gave each student registered for
the class an assigned time to work in the computer lab. We did not take roll and did not
require the students to come at their assigned time (there was plenty of open time in the
lab), yet we found the students came at their assigned time and the completion rate went
up significantly (to over 70%). Note the elements of ritualized activity, patterning, social
expectation, and pacing inherent in the simple assignment of times to work. We next
assigned the students to work in pairs, and the completion rate went way up again (to
over 90%). Certainly, this strengthened the social expectation and added an element of
conversation to the instruction.
Similarly, when the University of Nebraska at Lincoln experienced low completion
rates on a print-based distance learning (correspondence) course, they experimented with
broadcasting on TV a portion of the course instruction at two week intervals. They found
that their completion rates increased significantly. Again, one can see how this simple
addition added elements of ritualized group activity, pacing, and social expectation.
Students who were procrastinating now felt part of a group that was learning together at a
certain pace (dictated by the broadcasts), and they felt the need to keep up with the group
(personal conversation with Joe Lipson, 1979).
Also commenting on the strengths of traditional education, a report by the
American Federation of Teachers (2000), suggests that “same-time same-place
interaction [is essential] to a successful educational experience” because “teaching and
learning are inherently social processes” (p. 5):
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Why do we emphasize the necessity of same-time same-place interaction? First,
because we believe there is something unique and important about the
simultaneous visual and verbal interaction of individuals in the same place
working together toward a common educational goal. Second, . . .because it
permits students to connect directly to the resources of the campus – from
classrooms, laboratories and libraries to social and performance spaces. Access
anytime/anywhere is a great advantage but a campus visit helps each student to
understand that he or she is part of a learning enterprise greater than this one
course. On-campus students are surrounded with those reminders each day,
motivators that enrich them as they make their way through an academic program.
(p. 11)
Weaknesses of Individualized Learning
Individualized learning in various forms has been around for a long time, even
before technology was a significant factor. The weaknesses of individualized learning
have been well documented. For example, Lipson (1976) suggests the following:
1. “The student working independently . . .finds it more difficult to assign
importance to what he is doing.”
2. “Students . . .are not paced by a schedule imposed on them. While this relieves
anxiety and enables each lesson to be pursued to mastery, it probably weakens the
intensity with which some students would otherwise attack their lessons. It is too
easy for some students to rationalize and procrastinate when each is going at his
own pace.”
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3. The curriculum content may convey the impression of fragmented pieces “rather
than a growing sense of interrelations among the skills and concepts.” While this
may be a shortcoming of the curriculum, Lipson suggests that it may be an
inherent problem due to “the lack of sufficient class conversation.”
4. Individualized learning is much more challenging for the teacher, “who must
interact with approximately thirty students each of whom is doing a different
lesson.” Thus the teacher loses the luxury of being able to prepare a carefully
thought out lesson with great examples to teach each concept, but must respond
off the cuff to a great variety of questions. (p. 14)
Challenges in Distance Learning
A recent study by the American Federation of Teachers (2000) summarized some
of the concerns of educators with this new world of distance learning:
A good number of educators remain skeptical. Believing that teaching and
learning are inherently social processes, these educators consider “same-time
same-place” interaction central to a successful educational experience. . . .
Skeptics cite a variety of concerns, among them:
•

Whether deep understanding of difficult material-beyond amassing
facts-can occur in the absence of same-time same-place interaction.

•

Whether distance education may be ineffective for certain types of
subjects and students, leading to higher dropout rates.

•

Whether needed equipment, training and technical support is reaching
distance education students and faculty; and
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Whether limitations on the availability of library and learning
materials impair distance education courses. (p. 5)

“Almost everyone agrees that the most important challenge facing distance education is
the need to develop a rich level of personal interchange between professor and student
and among students themselves” (American Federation of Teachers, 2000, p. 10).
Evaluations of Technology-Based Education
Russell (1997) has received broad recognition for his documentation of the “No
Significant Difference” Phenomenon; showing from 248 research reports, summaries,
and papers that distance education is equally effective as classroom instruction. Russell’s
report is often quoted to show that technology-based learning does not improve
education, but the report is primarily focused on technology use within the tradition of
remote classroom teaching (utilizing instructional television, satellite, teleconferencing,
etc.). Since the whole purpose of remote classroom teaching is to provide for remote
students the same experience as classroom students, it should be taken as good news that
remote students learn as well as their counterparts in a face-to-face classroom setting.
A few of the more recent studies in Russell’s report do involve computer-based or
Internet-based delivery of instruction. For example, Hiltz (1995) reported on collegelevel courses using asynchronous learning networks, and concluded that “the differences
among delivery modes are not significant . . .results [grades] support the hypothesis of
equal or better performance” (As cited in Russell, 1997, heading 1995, par. 3). Garson
(1996) reported that “studies of computer-mediated education in university settings do
not find they ‘speed up’ learning or make students ‘perform better’. Typically,
evaluation studies find no difference with traditional education” (As cited in Russell,
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1997, heading 1996, par. 1). Goldberg (1996) found that “students that had access to
only WWW-based material or the lectures performed roughly the same. It is encouraging
that it seems possible for a WWW-based offering to be as effective as a traditional
lecture-based course” (As cited in Russell, 1997, heading 1996, par. 2). Again, the
question to be considered is whether the intent of the instruction was to duplicate the
classroom experience (as in Goldberg’s case), or to improve upon it.
A review of Russell’s work (Phipps & Merisotis, 1999), concluded that research to
date on the effectiveness of distance education was inconclusive and that we really know
very little from a research perspective about how technology may or may not enhance the
teaching and learning process.
In a summary of the research on distance education, Moore and Kearsley (1996)
conclude the following:
Comparing the achievement of learners (as measured by grades, test scores,
retention, job performance) who are taught at a distance and those taught in faceto-face classes is a line of research going back more than 50 years. The usual
finding in these comparison studies is that there are no significant differences
between learning in the two environments, regardless of the nature of the content,
the educational level of the students, or the media involved. . . .Given the
evidence of research . . ., it seems unreasonable to continue to ask if distance
education can be as effective as conventional classroom instruction in terms of
learner achievement measures. It seems more reasonable to conclude that (1)
there is sufficient evidence to support the idea that classroom instruction is the
optimum delivery method; (2) instruction at a distance can be as effective in
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bringing about learning as classroom instruction; (3) the absence of face-to-face
contact is not in itself detrimental to the learning process; and (4) what makes any
course good or poor is a consequence of how well it is designed, delivered and
conducted, not whether the students are face-to-face or at a distance. (p. 65)
It is important to note, however, that this research was again primarily focused on the
tradition of remote classroom teaching via distance learning.
More recent studies of Internet-based education suggest improved outcomes from
well-designed online courses. Schutte (1997) reported on a small study comparing
students taking a course on the Web versus students in the traditional classroom.
Contrary to his hypothesis of no significant difference, the virtual class scored 20%
higher on both exams. The difference in performance was attributed to greater peer
collaboration, facilitated by the technology.
“Many practitioners maintain that in-depth interaction with students over the Web is
actually stronger than in traditional classrooms” (American Federation of Teachers, 2000,
p. 10). At Umass-Lowell, “faculty and students report at least as much, if not more,
interaction in their online courses as in their face to face courses” (Moloney & Tello,
2003, p. 16). “Practioners using interactive TV frequently cited problems in maintaining
interaction with students, often based on the limitation of the technology that was
available to them. On the other hand, Web based courses received generally higher
marks from those who taught them” (American Federation of Teachers, 2000, p. 10).
Specific advantages cited by practitioners include: “Web based communication
provokes more thoughtful answers on the part of students. Some students feel more
immediacy of feedback. Some faculty members felt that less aggressive students did
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better in a Web based setting; others disagreed.” Negatives cited by practitioners include:
“There is a high learning curve for both teachers and students in getting cues right when
there is no eye contact. It is harder to tell if students understand when you can’t see ‘the
light bulb go on’. Distance education is too dependent on equipment functioning
properly. It is harder to catch cheating. It may not be as effective for students with
written communication deficits” (American Federation of Teachers, 2000, p. 10).
“There is not sufficient evidence to believe that distance education can be ruled out,
a priori, for any particular kind of credit course. . . .Similarly, the weight of evidence is
that higher-order thinking skills, as opposed to rote training, can be acquired in distance
education” (American Federation of Teachers, 2000, p. 12).
Summary of Strengths and Weaknesses Literature
The literature suggests that major strengths of IBDE include the ability to expand
access by providing education independent of time and place, and the potential to provide
more learner-centric, individualized, interactive and personalized instruction. At the
same time, traditional education has strong patterns of ritual and social expectations that
provide importance and pacing to the learning activity. These elements are often lost in
distance learning, resulting in the usual pattern of lower completion rates. Thus effective
IBDE should provide some form of effective pacing, and a sense of learning enterprise
that is ‘greater than one course’. There is significant concern that distance learning loses
important faculty-student and student-student interaction (classroom conversation), but
there is also evidence that interaction may be even stronger online than in the traditional
classroom. Finally, a key component of education is the modeling of expertise and
competence provided by a faculty member, and this should be retained as an important
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factor in learning.
Guidelines for Effective Online Education
In the last five years, multiple organizations have published guidelines for effective
online education. These guidelines, of course, reflect their various biases and traditions,
but are useful in attempting both to identify the key issues and best practices of quality
Internet-based education. In this section I will review these various guidelines and
standards for good practice. However, while Internet-based distance education differs in
many ways from traditional classroom education, both have the same goal of producing
learning. Guidelines for effective IBDE should start with basic principles that apply to
education generally.
Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education
Perhaps the most widely accepted and used guidelines for effective higher
education are those defined by Chickering and Gamson (1987).
Good practice in undergraduate education:
1. Encourages contact between students and faculty. Frequent student-faculty
contact in and out of classes is the most important factor in student motivation and
involvement. Faculty concern helps students get through rough times and keep on
working. Knowing a few faculty members well enhances students' intellectual
commitment and encourages them to think about their own values and future
plans.
2. Develops reciprocity and cooperation among students. Learning is enhanced
when it is more like a team effort that a solo race. Good learning, like good work,
is collaborative and social, not competitive and isolated. Working with others
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often increases involvement in learning. Sharing one's own ideas and responding
to others' reactions sharpens thinking and deepens understanding.
3. Encourages active learning. Learning is not a spectator sport. Students do not
learn much just by sitting in classes listening to teachers, memorizing prepackaged assignments, and spitting out answers. They must talk about what they
are learning, write about it, relate it to past experiences and apply it to their daily
lives. They must make what they learn part of themselves.
4.

Gives prompt feedback. Knowing what you know and don't know focuses

learning. Students need appropriate feedback on performance to benefit from
courses. When getting started, students need help in assessing existing knowledge
and competence. In classes, students need frequent opportunities to perform and
receive suggestions for improvement. At various points during college, and at the
end, students need chances to reflect on what they have learned, what they still
need to know, and how to assess themselves.
5.

Emphasizes time on task. Time plus energy equals learning. There is no

substitute for time on task. Learning to use one's time well is critical for students
and professionals alike. Students need help in learning effective time
management. Allocating realistic amounts of time means effective learning for
students and effective teaching for faculty. How an institution defines time
expectations for students, faculty, administrators, and other professional staff can
establish the basis of high performance for all.
6.

Communicates high expectations. Expect more and you will get more. High

expectations are important for everyone -- for the poorly prepared, for those
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unwilling to exert themselves, and for the bright and well motivated. Expecting
students to perform well becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy when teachers and
institutions hold high expectations for themselves and make extra efforts.
7.

Respects diverse talents and ways of learning. There are many roads to

learning. People bring different talents and styles of learning to college. Brilliant
students in the seminar room may be all thumbs in the lab or art studio. Students
rich in hands-on experience may not do so well with theory. Students need the
opportunity to show their talents and learn in ways that work for them. Then they
can be pushed to learn in new ways that do not come so easily. (pp. 2-3)
A later article (Chickering & Ehrmann, 1996) describes ways that technology
could be used to advance the seven principles. Their insights are listed below under each
of the seven principles defined above (pp. 2-5):
1. Student-faculty interaction. “The biggest success story in this realm has been that
of time-delayed (asynchronous) communication….Total communication increases
and, for many students, the result seems more intimate, protected, and convenient
than the more intimidating demands of face-to-face communication with faculty.”
2. Collaboration. “The extent to which computer-based tools encourage
spontaneous student collaboration was one of the earliest surprises about
computers. A clear advantage of email for today’s busy commuting students is
that it opens up communication among classmates even when they are not
physically together.”
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3. Active learning. The authors suggest that technology can enrich active learning
through the use of simulations, and by using the computer as a tool, such as
statistical research or research via the Internet.
4. Prompt feedback. The authors mention the use of email for person-to-person
feedback and the feedback inherent in simulations. Further, “as we move toward
portfolio evaluation strategies, computers can provide rich storage and easy
access to student products and performances”.
5. Time on task. “Teaching strategies that help students learn at home or work can
save hours otherwise spent commuting to and from campus, finding parking
places, and so on. Time efficiency also increases when interactions between
teacher and students, and among students, fit busy work and home schedules.
And students and faculty alike make better use of time when they can get access
to important resources for learning without trudging to the library.”
6. High expectations. “Many faculty report that students feel stimulated by knowing
their finished work will be “published” on the World Wide Web. With
technology, criteria for evaluating products and performances can be more clearly
articulated.”
7. Diverse talents and ways of learning. “Technologies can help students learn in
ways they find most effective and broaden their repertoires for learning. They can
supply structure for students who need it and leave assignments more open-ended
for students who don’t. Fast, bright students can move quickly through materials
they master easily and go on to more difficult tasks; slower students can take
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more time and get more feedback and direct help from teachers and fellow
students.”
The Sloan-C Framework
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation has provided funding and leadership in online
education from its early days, specifically for what it terms asynchronous learning
networks (ALNs). The Sloan Consortium (Sloan-C) is made up of over two hundred
accredited higher education institutions providing online education that meets the criteria
of ALNs–namely the instruction is faculty-led, cohort-based, provides asynchronous
interaction, and produces at least the same quality of learning as the equivalent face-toface programs at that institution. Sloan-C has defined five pillars of quality for online
education, with associated goals for each area (Moore, 2002). These are summarized in
the book’s Quick Guide:
1. Learning effectiveness. The provider demonstrates that the quality of online
learning is comparable to the quality of its traditional programs:
•

Interaction is key: with instructors, classmates, the interface, and through
vicarious interaction.

•

Metrics are used for comparing online and traditional courses.

•

Online course design takes advantage of capabilities of the medium to
improve learning (testing, discussion, materials).

•

Courses are instructor-led.

•

Communications and community building are emphasized.

•

Swift trust characterizes the online learning community.
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Distinctive characteristics of programs are highlighted to demonstrate
improved learning.

•

On-campus and online instruction achieve comparable learning outcomes,
and the institution ensures the quality of learning in both modes by
tracking instructional methods, student constituencies and class size.

2. Cost effectiveness. Institutions continuously improve services while reducing
cost:
•

Cost-effectiveness models are tuned to institutional goals.

•

Tuition and fees reflect cost of services delivered.

•

Scalability, if an institutional objective, can be accommodated.

•

Partnering and resource sharing are institutional strategies for reducing
costs.

•

Mission-based strategies for cost reduction are continuously formulated
and tested.

•

Intellectual property policies encourage cost effective strategies.

3. Access. All learners who wish to learn online have the opportunity and can
achieve success:
•

Diverse learning abilities are provided for (e.g., at-risk, disabled, and
expert learners).

•

The reliability and functionality of delivery mechanisms are continuously
evaluated.

•

Learner-centered courseware is provided.
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Feedback from learners is taken seriously and used for continuous
improvement.

•

Courses that students want are available when they want them.

•

Connectivity to multiple opportunities for learning and service is provided.

4. Faculty satisfaction. Faculty achieve success with teaching online, citing
appreciation and happiness:
•

Faculty satisfaction metrics show improvement over time.

•

Faculty contribute to and benefit from online teaching.

•

Faculty are rewarded for teaching online and for conducting research
about improving teaching online.

•

Sharing of faculty experiences, practices, and knowledge about online
learning is part of the institutional knowledge sharing structure.

•

There is parity in workload between classroom and online teaching.

•

Significant technical support and training are provided by the institution.

5. Student satisfaction. Students are successful in learning online and are
typically pleased with their experiences. Measurement of student attitudes
finds that:
•

Discussion and interaction with instructors and peers is satisfactory.

•

Actual learning experiences match expectations.

•

Satisfaction that services (e.g., advising, registration, access to materials)
are at least as good as on the traditional campus.

•

Orientation for how to learn online is satisfactory.

•

Outcomes are useful for career, professional and academic development.
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The Institute for Higher Education Policy
In one of the few research studies on effective online education, the Institute for
Higher Education Policy (2000), identified “24 benchmarks considered essential to
ensuring excellence in Internet-based distance learning…divided into seven categories of
quality measures” (p. vii). The Institute reviewed the literature on standards and
guidelines developed by others, and initially identified 45 benchmarks of quality. They
then visited six leading distance education institutions to assess both the presence and
importance of these benchmarks in Internet-based education programs at these
institutions, using a Likert scale and interviews. The resulting set of 24 benchmarks,
within seven categories of quality, are listed below (pp. 2-3):
1. Institutional support benchmarks.
•

A documented technology plan that includes electronic security measures
is in place and operational to ensure both quality standards and the
integrity and validity of information.

•

The reliability of the technology delivery system is as failsafe as possible

•

A centralized system provides support for building and maintaining the
distance education infrastructure.

2. Course development benchmarks.
•

Guidelines regarding minimum standards are used for course
development, design, and delivery, while learning outcomes – not the
availability of existing technology – determine the technology being used
to deliver course content.
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Instructional materials are reviewed periodically to ensure they meet
program standards.

•

Courses are designed to require students to engage themselves in analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation as part of their course and program requirements.

3. Teaching/learning benchmarks.
•

Student interaction with faculty and other students is an essential
characteristic and is facilitated through a variety of ways, including voicemail and/or e-mail.

•

Feedback to student assignments and questions is constructive and
provided in a timely manner.

•

Students are instructed in the proper methods of effective research,
including assessment of the validity of resources.

4. Course structure benchmarks.
•

Before starting an online program, students are advised about the program
to determine (1) if they possess the self-motivation and commitment to
learn at a distance and (2) if they have access to the minimal technology
required by the course design.

•

Students are provided with supplemental course information that outlines
course objectives, concepts, and ideas, and learning outcomes for each
course are summarized in a clearly written, straightforward statement.

•

Students have access to sufficient library resources that may include a
“virtual library” accessible through the World Wide Web.
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Faculty and students agree upon expectations regarding times for student
assignment completion and faculty response.

5. Student support benchmarks.
•

Students receive information about programs, including admission
requirements, tuition and fees, books and supplies, technical and
proctoring requirements, and student support services.

•

Students are provided with hands-on training and information to aid them
in securing material through electronic databases, interlibrary loans,
government archives, news services, and other sources.

•

Throughout the duration of the course/program students have access to
technical assistance, including detailed instructions regarding the
electronic media used, practice sessions prior to the beginning of the
course, and convenient access to technical support staff.

•

Questions directed to student service personnel are answered accurately
and quickly, with a structured system in place to address student
complaints.

6. Faculty support benchmarks.
•

Technical assistance in course development is available to faculty, who
are encouraged to use it.

•

Faculty members are assisted in the transition from classroom teaching to
online instruction and are assessed during the process.

•

Instructor training and assistance, including peer mentoring, continues
through the progression of the online course.
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Faculty members are provided with written resources to deal with issues
arising from student use of electronically accessed data.

7. Evaluation and assessment benchmarks.
•

The program’s educational effectiveness and teaching/learning process is
assessed through an evaluation process that uses several methods and
applies specific standards.

•

Data on enrollment, costs, and successful/innovative uses of technology
are used to evaluate program effectiveness.

•

Intended learning outcomes are reviewed regularly to ensure clarity,
utility, and appropriateness.

Guidelines from the Eight Regional Accrediting Commissions
Accreditation generally, and regional accreditation specifically, is often viewed as
the guardian of quality in education. For that reason alone, it is important to consider the
“best practices” defined by regional accreditation (Western Cooperative for Educational
Telecommunications, 2000). However, it is often not understood that regional
accreditation is not focused on educational quality or program quality, nor does it
measure or seek to measure such quality. Instead, the process is focused on institutional
quality. As such, the eight regional accrediting commissions collaborated in developing a
statement of best practices for electronically offered programs, and made clear that “the
Best Practices are not new evaluative criteria. Rather they explicate how the wellestablished essentials of institutional quality found in regional accreditation standards are
applicable to the emergent forms of learning” (p. 1). The Best Practices are discussed
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under five general headings, “each of which addresses a particular area of institutional
activity relevant to distance education” (p. 2). I have summarized them below:
1. Institutional context and commitment. This guideline speaks to ensuring that the
program is consistent with the institution’s role and mission, that the institution is
aware of accreditation and legal requirements and complies with them, and that
the institution’s budgets, policies, technical and physical plant, staffing, and
organizational and support structure is sufficient to ensure success of the
institution’s electronically-delivered programs.
2. Curriculum and instruction. The key factors here are that programs of study are
coherent and complete, have collegiate level learning outcomes, and that all of the
elements of the program are under the control and oversight of academically
qualified persons. Further, that the students have access to all courses and
services necessary to complete the program, and that provision is made for
appropriate interaction between instructor and students and among students.
3. Faculty support. While recognizing that faculty roles may be unbundled in online
learning, this standard requires that the institution and its faculty have agreed on
issues of workload, compensation, ownership of intellectual property, and
professional assessment, and the institution provides appropriate orientation,
training and support for faculty and those involved in program development and
working directly with students.
4. Student support. The institution has a responsibility to provide clear and
comprehensive information to the student before admission, to provide all
appropriate student services, and to ensure the continuation of the program for a
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period sufficient for students to complete it in a publicized timeframe. It also
recognizes that a sense of community is important to student success, and
encourages institutions to find ways to build community (not so much learning
community as institutional community).
5. Evaluation and assessment. Documented assessment of student achievement is
conducted in such a way as to ensure both academic integrity and the security of
personal information. The institution conducts sustained, evidence-based and
participatory inquiry as to whether distance learning programs are achieving
objectives, and uses this continual self-evaluation to undertake program
improvement.
These Best Practices read more like minimum institutional requirements defining
good business practices, but have little to do with how to design online education to be
effective for students. They are clearly important standards for quality provision of
services to students, but one can imagine an institution meeting these standards without
achieving quality learning outcomes.
The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education
The QAA is the Accrediting agency for the United Kingdom. It has published a set
of six guidelines for quality in distance learning, each of which has a set of precepts,
outline guidance, and exemplifying questions (The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education, 1999). It should be made clear that these guidelines were developed for all
forms of distance learning, and are not explicitly for Internet-based learning as were the
guidelines from the U.S. accrediting organizations summarized above. The U.K.
guidelines are summarized below:
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1. System design. This guideline is primarily concerned that distance learning is
consistent with the mission, strategy and organization of the institution, that
principles of good practice are applied to distance learning, that the institution has
the systems and financial resources to support the program objectives, and that
legal requirements are met.
2. Programme design. Program design criteria are primarily concerned with ensuring
that the academic awards granted through distance learning are consistent with
those granted traditionally, that distance education courses and programs are
designed to ensure desired learning outcomes, and that there is a process in place
to review such programs for quality on an initial and ongoing basis.
3. Programme delivery. The principles undergirding this guideline involve ensuring
that there are adequate technology and personnel resources to reliably deliver the
program, safeguard the academic integrity of the program, and that feedback
mechanisms are built in to provide ongoing enhancement of delivery.
4. Student development and support. The only precept given is that the institution
should make explicit the extent to which it intends to promote autonomous
learning and learner responsibility for one’s own development, while specifying
the educational and personal guidance the institution will provide.
5. Student communication and representation. These principles involve
communication from the institution to the student, with an emphasis on accurately
representing the program. The principle does not speak directly to faculty-student
interaction, or collaboration among students.
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6. Student assessment. The essence of this guideline is that the institution must have
some form of summative assessment that adequately assesses student learning,
that the assessments are under the control of the institution, and that the academic
integrity of the assessments are protected.
While it is hard to argue with any of the above statements, they are similar to the
guidelines from U.S. accreditation bodies in that they seem more focused on effective
organizational practices than effective educational practices. In general, it defines good
practice as actions consistent with a defined plan, without taking a position on what
would constitute a good plan.
American Federation of Teachers
Many, if not all, of the guidelines reviewed above represent the opinions of faculty
as to what constitutes quality in online education. However, the American Federation of
Teachers, on behalf of its higher education union members, issued its own report
(American Federation of Teachers, 2000) on guidelines for good practice. While a
cynical reading might suggest that the report is primarily focused on protecting the
position and prestige of faculty members, the role of faculty is certainly a key issue to be
addressed in any implementation of IBDE. Rather than listing the fourteen guidelines
and approximately thirty-five standards in the report, the major recommendations are
summarized below:
1. Faculty must retain academic control. Faculty should have control over program
offerings and class size, distance education courses should be taught by faculty
appointed through traditional processes, and teaching and research faculty must
be involved in developing the curriculum. “A number of studies have
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demonstrated the importance to student learning of establishing a feedback loop
between classroom teaching, curriculum development and scholarly research.
That loop becomes inoperative when teaching faculty operate from. . .a
prefabricated curriculum that the faculty member had little role in developing, a
curriculum that was not shaped directly by the practitioner’s experience in
teaching these classes or conducting research on these subjects” (p. 7). Further,
“the faculty member(s) developing a course should maintain creative control over
the use and re-use of the course in subsequent years” (p. 14).
2. Faculty should have the choice of whether to participate in distance education,
must be provided adequate training and technical support, and should be given
additional compensation to meet the extensive time commitments of distance
education. Practitioners reported that their preparation time for distance learning
courses was much greater than for classroom-based courses, and that it takes
considerably more time to communicate with students electronically. In addition,
faculty are expected “to be available to students on an extended basis
electronically, . . . .[to] “answer questions right away, grade papers very quickly,
and follow up with students within a week or two if they are not participating” (p.
8).
3. Course design should take advantage of the new medium rather than attempting to
replicate the traditional classroom. The depth and breadth of material covered in
a distance education course should be equivalent to a classroom-based course.
Students must have (equivalent) opportunities to conduct independent research,
including access to electronic libraries, and if possible, physical libraries. The
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overall standard for student achievement, and assessments to measure learning,
should be equivalent to classroom-based programs, and care should be taken to
protect the integrity of academic exams.
4. Institutions must ensure that students fully understand program requirements and
have the wherewithal to perform successfully, and that sufficient technical
support is provided throughout the program. Students must understand the
learning objectives, personal and time requirements, and technical requirements.
Students must be provided regular individualized advisement by academic
professionals, equivalent to that provided on campus.
5. Close personal interaction needs to be developed and maintained, through both
real-time electronic interchange and asynchronous communication, as well as
same-time same-place interchange wherever possible. Class size should be
appropriate to encourage a high degree of interaction.
6. Experimentation in offering a broad array of courses via distance education
should be encouraged, but courses that are not successful, either from the
standpoint of retention or learning, should be discontinued.
7. Generally, not more than 50% of an undergraduate degree program should be
offered via distance education. “Our experience as educators tells us that teaching
and learning in the shared human spaces of a campus are essential to the
undergraduate experience and cannot be compromised too greatly without
rendering the education unacceptable” (p. 14).
8. Distance learning should be subject to much more rigorous evaluation at the
institutional level, but also by the federal government and accreditation agencies.
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While all of the above guidelines have been promulgated by organizations that are
looking broadly over the whole field of distance education, some individual institutions
have published their own findings of effective practices that have worked in their own
individual settings.
University of Massachusetts-Lowell
UMass-Lowell has had six years experience in online education, and their online
program currently enrolls about 6,000 students per year and is entirely self-supporting.
In a recent article (Moloney and Tello, 2003), administrators of this program summarize
their principles for success in online education. They define five key areas of strategic
decision making (p. 15):
Selection of courses and programs
Faculty development, support, and incentives
Technology and infrastructure
Redesign of student services
Program and course evaluation
The major criteria for choosing courses and programs to move online was to choose
programs that had an established market, and that were attractive to “adult learners who
needed the flexibility and convenience of online education” (p. 15). A key design factor
was to involve traditional, tenured faculty in the course design, to ensure quality, and to
build in interaction between faculty and students.
As a result, our online courses mirror the design and quality of our face-to-face
courses. The courses run in a traditional 15-week semester and class size is
limited to 30 students. Each week, course lecture notes are released and students
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move through the course as a cohort, learning from each other, guided by the
instructor. Courses are delivered asynchronously, so students and faculty log onto
the course at anytime, from anywhere, and participate and interact through
discussion boards and e-mail. (p. 16)
While recognizing that courses and programs could be self-paced or competency-based,
this university felt that more traditionally-structured courses were more consistent with
its mission and structure.
Faculty development at UMass-Lowell is extensive, consisting of four phases.
“The first phase provides a four-week online workshop where faculty learn to teach
online by being online students themselves” (p. 16). In the second phase, faculty develop
online course materials, assisted by support staff and another four-week online seminar.
In the third phase, faculty teach their first course, and in the fourth phase, they redesign
their courses incorporating more sophisticated online strategies. Finally, the university
has addressed faculty incentives, both intrinsic through these professional development
activities, but also extrinsic through an intellectual property agreement and compensation
for course development activities.
While technology and infrastructure is key to effective online learning, the authors
skim over the hardware, software and maintenance requirements, while focusing on the
need for a flexible, easy-to-use course management system. “The ideal course
management system should facilitate interaction between students and faculty; provide
for easy course development and management; and provide a robust scalable system that
supports 24x7 service” (p. 17). The major decision here was to outsource this
requirement (buy vs. make).
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Student services required attention to two principal factors. The University moved
to online forms and information to allow students to register, access course schedules,
program descriptions, academic policies, etc. Secondly, they developed “online
orientation programs that detailed both technical and pedagogical considerations for
students taking online courses” (p. 17). More recently, they have developed an online
assessment for prospective students “that examines their technical knowledge, learning
style, and ability to manage time – all factors that appear to contribute to student success
in online education” (p. 17).
The goal for the online programs was that “faculty and student experiences should
be rated equal or better than the on-campus experience” (p. 17). Measures of success
include student perceptions (based on an online evaluation), and course and program
persistence rates. “Another important benchmark has been the percentage of full-time,
tenured faculty who have supported the growth and scholarship of our online program”
(p. 17).
New Ideas for Internet-Based Education
The difficulty of most of the guidelines for effective IBDE reviewed above (with
the exception of the general principles for undergraduate education from Chickering, et.
al), is that the guidelines are written from very traditional viewpoints, often with the goal
of simply preserving the status quo. If one approaches IBDE with the assumption that the
best that can be expected is to produce something ‘as good as’ classroom education, one
is unlikely to produce improvements. The guidelines seem to be primarily concerned
with fitting IBDE into current organizational structures within higher education, which
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does not allow creative thinking about how one might best organize for IBDE. As a
result, the guidelines deal primarily with organizational issues, not learning issues.
The Pew Learning and Technology Program sponsored a symposium of innovative
leaders in online education, the results of which were documented in a seminal
monograph entitled Innovations in Online Learning: Moving Beyond No Significant
Difference (Twigg, 2001). This paper addresses how the unique attributes of online
learning might lead to improved educational practice. While the monograph is focused
on online courses, these principles apply to online programs. The paper begins by
defining the challenge:
The vast majority of online courses are organized in much the same manner as are
their campus counterparts: developed by individual faculty members, with some
support from the IT staff, and offered within a semester or quarter framework.
Most follow traditional academic practices (“Here’s the syllabus, go off and read
or do research, come back and discuss.”), and most are evaluated using traditional
student-satisfaction methods. . . .
The problem with applying old solutions to new problems in the world of
online learning is that these applications tend to produce results that are “as good
as” what we have done before – what is often referred to as the “no significant
difference” phenomenon. . . .
Rather than comparing online learning with traditional higher education, how
can we identify new models and talk about what is better rather than what is “as
good as”? What are the important variables that create a rich online learning
experience, one that makes real improvements in academic practice? (pp. 3-4)
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Major recommendations of the symposium focused on individualization, improving
the quality of student learning, modifying academic structure and schedules, and rethinking faculty roles.
Individualization. The central premise of the paper is that technology allows us to
individualize learning, and “individualization is the key to moving beyond the ‘no
significant difference’ phenomenon” (p. 30).
As we think about how to design more effective online learning environments,
one thing is clear. We need to treat students as individuals rather than as
homogenous groups. Rather than maintaining a fixed view of what all students
want or what all students need, we need to be flexible and create environments
that enable greater choice for students (p. 5). Greater quality means greater
individualization of learning experiences for students. This means moving away
from teaching and learning ideas that begin with the thought that “all students
need…” Information technology enables us to meet the needs of diverse students
when, where, and how they want to learn. . . .The ability to customize the learning
environment so that each student can achieve in a variety of ways increases the
likelihood that learning success online will be higher than learning success in the
traditional classroom, dominated by a one-size-fits-all approach (p. 9). As long as
we continue to replicate traditional approaches online – and continue to treat all
students as if they were the same – we will once again find the ‘no significant
difference’ phenomenon (p. 5).
Improving student learning. The symposium agreed that high quality online
programs have the following five attributes that relate to improved student learning:
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1. An initial assessment of each student’s knowledge/skill level and preferred
learning style. The key to individualization is to recognize that students are
different and to begin by assessing the starting point for each individual student.
“Based on those assessments, students can then elect the most efficient path
through the required course materials” (p. 28)
2. Individualized study plans.
Unlike traditional course structures that engage students in the same series of
activities regardless of students’ disparate abilities and interests,
individualized learning environments permit students to move quickly
through content they already know and spend more time on areas they find
more challenging. Students engage in study at their preferred time rather than
at prescheduled times. Students learn at their own pace. [However, courses
and programs should not be] completely self-paced, since “experience shows
that laissez-faire, unstructured, totally self-paced models do not work well
and can lead to high attrition rates. Having freedom and responsibility for
their own learning may be substantially different from students’ previous
educational experiences. The greatest problem is getting students to spend
time on task. . . .Good online programs include a clear structure that paces
student learning and builds in mastery assessment to certify progress and
achievement of learning goals (p. 13).
The goal is to maximize students’ flexibility in learning the course
material as best fits their learning preference and schedule while providing
enough structure for them to make the same kind of forward progress as in a
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traditional course. Linking students to a definite learning plan with specific
mastery components and milestones of achievement and creating some form
of early-alert intervention system are critical components of course design (p.
15).
3. An array of high-quality, interactive learning materials and activities. “[Most
institutions] tend to be attached to one way of doing things (e.g., synchronous vs.
asynchronous approaches)” (p. 9).
[We should, however,] offer students a broad array of learning materials and
activities”. Research on different student learning styles and their
relationship to success in online learning, may have implications for online
course development and the design of online learning environments.
Nevertheless, the “implication of this research is that we need to think more
creatively about how to develop course designs that respond to a greater
variety of learning styles rather than concluding that online learning is more
suitable for one type of student than another. (p. 7)
Consistent with the emphasis on individualization, Twigg notes that “mass
customization is emerging as the organizing business principle of the twenty-first
century” (p. 11). The application of this concept in higher education would be
“offering students a buffet of learning opportunities that can be customized to
their learning needs” (p. 11).
Rather than trying to replicate a teaching model online, the idea is to create
what has been called a ‘resource’ model, an environment in which students
interact and wrestle with learning materials directly (or in teams), under the
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tutorial guidance of a mentor. . . .Students (either directly or in teams) need
to interact with learning materials that allow them greater choices of
assignments and resources. The key goal is for the students to become
engaged in active "doing" in the learning process. (p. 9)
4. Built-in, continuous assessment to provide instantaneous feedback.
[High quality programs should use] assessment as a learning experience
rather than as an all-or-nothing performance measure. . . .The advantages of
continuous assessment include an increase in the time that students spend
studying, a higher level of familiarity with tested material and of comfort
with the testing process, immediate feedback, and the ability to see the result
of effort on achievement. . . .
Periodic mastery testing helps students keep up with the readings and
recognize holes in their understanding, and it promotes understanding of the
content. . . .Online assessment tools, moreover, have increased in
sophistication and now make continuous assessment more feasible and easier
to manage. (p. 15)
5. Appropriate, varied kinds of human interaction when needed.
Helping students feel that they are a part of a learning community is critical
to persistence, learning, and satisfaction. In many cases, human contact is
necessary for more than just learning content. Encouragement, praise, and
assurance that they are on the right learning path are also critical feedback
components, helping students get through rough times and keep on working.
Knowing that someone is there to help when they get stuck and to get them
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moving again gives students the confidence that they can succeed. Such
active mentorship can come from a variety of sources. (p. 15)
Modifying academic structures and schedules. An obvious strength of IBDE is that
it can free the student from the time and place requirements of traditional education.
However, many models of IBDE still rely heavily on synchronous instruction, requiring
students to participate at a set time. While asynchronous online programs have done
much to eliminate the barriers of time and place in education, Twigg questions whether
higher education has really tapped the capability of Internet-based education:
The overwhelming majority of online programs, like their on-campus
counterparts, follow traditional term (semester or quarter) “class” models, a
classic case of applying old solutions to new problems. Why? Most surely the
reason is institutional convenience; few would argue that students prefer fixed
start times. Clearly, information technology can support new structures that offer
greater flexibility for students. (p. 16)
As an example of what is possible, Twigg mentions Rio Salado College, which
offers over two hundred online courses, most of which start a new “class” every two
weeks. Additionally, while the Rio Salado courses are posted as fourteen-week classes,
students may complete the course sooner, or take longer if necessary. Twigg suggests
that more modular course structures would allow students to complete their education:
much more efficiently
We can modularize or break down educational content into smaller chunks that
can be reorganized or recombined to meet the learning needs of individual
students. . . .Students can then focus on . . . areas of weakness and spend less time
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on content areas they already understand. . . .With such focused study, students
can potentially decrease the time they spend on a particular course. (p. 21)
Internet-based education can clearly support open-entry and open-exit courses, which are
a prerequisite if we are to truly individualize education. Ultimately, IBDE will utilize
“learning objects” to customize instruction to the needs of each individual student.
Re-Thinking Faculty Roles. The symposium focused on how technology could be
used to reduce the costs of higher education, and changes in faculty roles were primarily
viewed through this lens. While this is an immediate red flag to current faculty, the
concept of unbundling the faculty role also has quality implications. Twigg defines the
current model as the following:
Currently, the job of a faculty member – whether in class or online – is seen as
monolithic: a collection of tasks that are, with few exceptions, carried out by one
person. Faculty usually believe they must and will play all roles in the coursedevelopment and course-delivery process. . . .Information technology offers the
possibility of altering this paradigm. (p. 23)
A paradigm shift in faculty roles is suggested for both course development and course
delivery:
Rather than the single-source (“do your own thing”) instructional development
process employed by most institutions, [new models] involve teams of experts in
course development. . . .The level of the instructional design, including both
pedagogical and technological aspects, is greatly increased (p. 11). [These
models] rely on technology-based, common or centralized development of course
structures and course materials, enabling a much tighter level of quality control
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(p. 24).
For course delivery, the [new] model employs a relatively small core of fulltime faculty to set academic standards, oversee curriculum, establish academic
policies including degree requirements, and so on. Part-time, adjunct faculty
carry out the bulk of the instruction. . . .Quality control is strong because, in each
case, courses are developed and monitored centrally, unlike the adjunct model
used by most traditional institutions in which part-timers have relatively free rein
to teach as they like (p. 24).
In addition, to the above four areas, the monograph makes a salient comment about
the process required for ongoing innovation and improvement: “Sustaining innovation
depends on a commitment to collaborative development and continuous quality
improvement that systematically incorporates feedback from all involved in the teaching
and learning process” (p. 30). The objective is to build “a continuous assessment loop
through the collection, analysis, and dissemination of data” (p. 30). Consistent with the
emphasis on being “learner-centered”, the key measures would be “student learning
outcomes” and “student satisfaction with all experiences at the institution” (p. 30).
The contrast between the models described in this paper, and more traditional
implementations of online learning is captured in the following quotation:
Currently in higher education, both on campus and online, we individualize
faculty practice (that is, we allow individual faculty members great latitude in
course development and delivery) and standardize the student learning experience
(that is, we treat all students …as if their learning needs, interests, and abilities are
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the same)….We need to do just the opposite: individualize student learning and
standardize faculty practice. (p. 30)
Twigg summarizes the differences between models of online education as follows:
One can think of distributed learning programs as existing on a continuum from
rather traditional, teacher-led distance learning programs on the one end (e.g.,
faculty teaching via television, faculty putting their courses on the Web, faculty
leading computer-conference-based seminars) to more innovative, learnercentered programs that rely on a combination of high-quality, interactive
learningware, asynchronous and synchronous conversations, and individualized
mentoring on the other end. The former programs follow traditional schedules and
structures (e.g., semesters, group meetings), may be delivered to fixed sites or
involve residency requirements, and tend to be developed primarily by individual
faculty members with appropriate IT support. The latter are modularized and selfpaced, may include group experiences as appropriate and desirable are delivered
anywhere (sites, homes, and workplaces), diagnose students skill and knowledge
level as they begin their programs of study, award credit for learning acquired
outside formal educational structures to enable students to move more quickly
through their programs, and are developed by teams of faculty, instructional
designers, learning theorists, and IT staff, sometimes in partnership with
commercial providers. (p. 5)
In a paper I wrote for the National Governors Association (Mendenhall, 2001), I
suggested some similar elements of a new model for higher education:
Technology in postsecondary education affords the opportunity to create a
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learning environment that is learner-centric, individualized, and interactive.
Specifically, online education enables us for the first time to put knowledge and
learning within reach of all those who have access, at the time and place where
such knowledge is needed. Internet-based education offers the potential of
thousands of classes on hundreds of subjects available anytime night or day, at
any place, at the convenience of the student. Although postsecondary education
has been both place-bound and time-bound, we now have the opportunity to truly
have anytime, anyplace learning. Although the source of knowledge and learning
has traditionally been the professor, knowledge and learning is now available over
the Internet.
Teachers in traditional models perform as a “sage on the stage.” What new
paradigms help create is a “guide on the side” model. These two phrases describe
succinctly the difference between teacher-centric classrooms and learner-centric
classrooms. In the former, teachers are presumed to be the font of all wisdom and
knowledge. Their job is to move that wisdom and knowledge from their own
brains to the receiver brains of their students. Almost nothing is taken into
account regarding the personal context, knowledge, or experience that each
learner already brings to the learning situation. Students are seen primarily as
empty vessels or passive receptacles waiting to be filled.
The availability of thousands of classes over the Internet enables learners to
select their own learning choices from the offerings of many sites, order them the
way they want, and pursue the outcomes that are important to them. This shift to
learner-centric education has already begun, and it will take on added momentum
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as high-quality instructional content becomes available over the Internet. Highquality instructional modules will enable individuals to access the knowledge they
need when it is needed, moving to “just-in-time” education rather than “just-incase” education. (pp. 37-38)
I further suggested that these new models of higher education implied changes in
the role of our institutions:
Our universities and colleges are set up to define the learning that is required.
They do this through required courses, prerequisites, and a specified number of
credit hours. . . . Institutions certify learning by having professors assign grades to
student performance and by counting credit hours completed toward a degree.
Generally, an institution certifies only the learning that is done there, with some
provision for the transfer of credits from elsewhere. In online learning, learning
experiences may be from anywhere, not only from other universities and colleges
but also from personal study or corporate training and work experience. The role
of institutions will be to certify learning regardless of where it is done. This will
change the institutional role from mandating classes and credit hours to
developing measurements of knowledge and skills (i.e., from measuring activity
to measuring outcomes). (p. 39)
Summary of Guidelines Literature
As already noted, many of the above guidelines for good practice are more focused
on institutional practice than on student learning. However, the common elements across
these principles, guidelines, or benchmarks include the following:
2. Faculty involvement/satisfaction. Qualified faculty needs to provide oversight of
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academic programs; issues for faculty include pay, recognition, time, and training
and support in using technology.
3. Reliable technology infrastructure. Including access to technology and adequate
support for both faculty and students
4. Student satisfaction. The importance of adequately communicating expectations
to students was stressed, along with providing an orientation, and responsive
student services.
5. Learning resources. Courses should be of sufficient rigor, should teach effective
research, and accommodate a broad array of learning styles. Adequate library
resources are also a requirement.
6. Learning communities/interaction. Virtually all of the guidelines discuss the
need for faculty-student and student-student interaction.
7. Assessment of outcomes. Documented assessment of both student outcomes and
program effectiveness, although the measures of effectiveness vary. It is also
important to ensure the academic integrity of student assessments.
Each of these components is clearly necessary for quality academic programs.
However, the principles for good practice (Chickering & Gamson, 1987) with which this
section began, and the new ideas for IBDE (Twigg, 2001) which closed this discussion,
suggest further elements (and some common elements) necessary for effective learning:
1. Faculty contact with students in and out of class, to provide motivation and help
over difficulties.
2. Student learning communities and collaboration.
3. An initial assessment of learning, and individualized learning paths reflecting that
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assessment and maximizing the students’ time on task.
4. Continuous assessment and feedback on student learning. Additionally, a built-in
continuous assessment loop for the academic program to support ongoing quality
improvement.
5. An array of learning materials that can be individualized to the learners’ needs,
that provides for active, relevant learning and application of that learning. A
preference for modular learning materials offered on flexible schedules, again to
promote diverse ways of learning and students’ time on task.
6. A focus on student learning, including high expectations for such learning, rather
than focusing on institutional and faculty issues.
Barriers to Effective Online Education
A recent report (Levine & Sun, 2002) seeks to identify the barriers to online
distance education, both within and outside the institution. Barriers identified within the
institution include acceptance of distance learning, an appropriate pedagogy for distance
learning, competition for limited financial resources, and the slow governance process in
higher education. Barriers identified as outside of the institution include mostly legal and
regulatory barriers: government financial aid, accreditation, accessibility for persons
with disabilities, use of copyrighted materials, intellectual property rights, and
conforming to state laws. The audience for this paper was senior administrators at higher
education institutions, and the barriers identified are essentially those involved in “setting
up” distance education programs, but it is noteworthy that issues surrounding the quality
of those programs, or barriers to effective learning, are not really addressed.
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The authors suggest that the ideal for higher education is still “teaching and learning
in an intimate setting, with a close relationship between student and professor” (p. 4), and
distance education conflicts with that vision (although they admit that the ideal is seldom
realized on our campuses). “Distance learning, by nature, is mass learning….One-on-one
contact between professor and student, or among students, may not exist” (p. 4). This
perception of distance learning is widespread in traditional education, although it is no
more true than saying that every class on campus consists of a professor lecturing 150
students. The authors conclude, “The differences between the common perceptions of
distance education and the traditional ideal of collegiate learning are difficult for an
institution to accept or deem desirable” (p. 4). However, the paper does seem to indicate
that students find distance learning both acceptable and desirable, particularly the nontraditional adult students which now make up the majority of students in higher
education.
The authors point out that “academe lacks a pedagogy for using the Internet”, and
we need to “learn more about individual learning styles”, and about “interactive and
individualized pedagogy.” The faculty role may also be a major barrier, in that
“preparation for teaching distance learning courses is nearly nonexistent in higher
education”, and it is unclear what the faculty role in distance education is. “They could
be the traditional teacher, the software designer, the content creator, all of these things or
none of these things.” Finally, “faculty are concerned about the effects of distance
learning. . .on their own careers and workloads” (pp. 5-6).
Two prominent faculty union groups and a number of professional organizations
have voiced their concerns about distance education programs. They fear that the
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new online medium could potentially shift higher education into a mass
production engine without an adequate level of quality control, and could threaten
the academic profession’s academic freedom and workload standards. (p. 15)
A significant barrier to implementing distance education may be assuring the
requisite financial resources. Levine and Sun point out that higher education budgets are
recently coming under increasing pressure. “It will be difficult, under these
circumstances, to sustain existing facilities, people, and programs, let alone try new
initiatives” (p. 8). The authors point out several high profile failures in online learning,
but fail to explore the reasons behind these failures.
Finally, a barrier to effective competition in the emerging market for distance
education is the slow pace of decision-making in traditional higher education. “Higher
education governance is highly democratic but also glacial in its pace. It may take years
for an issue to work its way through a complex process that can involve task forces,
commissions, committees, senates, faculties, schools, department chairs, deans,
administrators, boards, states, professional associations, and accreditors. This is
particularly true for a controversial issue such as distance learning” (p. 6).
A significant barrier to the use of distance education is that federal financial aid is
often not available for students in distance learning programs. The U.S. Department of
Education and the U.S. Congress have been addressing this issue, and it is expected that
the financial aid rules governing distance education will be modified when Congress
reauthorizes the Higher Education Act in 2003-2004. A related barrier to acceptance of
distance education is accreditation. “Two major obstacles exist in the accreditation of
distance learning programs: lack of clear, applicable evaluation guidelines and
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inconsistent standards” (p. 15). The authors do not mention a third major obstacle, which
is that regional accreditation is a very slow process, often taking five to seven years for
full accreditation. Accreditation is important for distance education not only for student
acceptance, but because federal financial aid, most employee reimbursement plans, and
other laws and regulations (such as the use of copyrighted materials in distance
education) depend on it.
A potential barrier in distance education “is that distance learning programs must
be accessible to persons with disabilities in the same manner as ‘conventional’
classrooms-which may mean that colleges must design special web pages or use mediated
devices to augment existing services” (p. 11). There has also been an issue of proper use
of copyrighted materials in Internet-based courses and instruction. This has been
addressed for accredited schools by the new Technology, Education, and Copyright
Harmonization Act (TEACH) passed by Congress, but it leaves open the issue for higher
education institutions that are not yet accredited.
The authors discuss the issue of intellectual property rights as an external barrier in
distance education, although the resolution of this issue is between an institution and its
faculty. While governed by federal copyright law, the basic issue is whether the
scholarly works of faculty belong to the faculty member or are to be considered “work
for hire,” since the institution is paying the faculty member to develop such works. The
longstanding practice has been that faculty owns their works, but it is complicated when
significant institutional resources are applied to create distance learning courses. There is
a broad range of solutions at various institutions along a continuum of faculty ownership
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and control to institutional ownership and control, with the middle ground generally
being an arrangement to share some portion of ownership, control, and/or revenue.
The final external barrier discussed by Levine and Sun is the myriad of state
regulations governing higher education. Most institutions of higher education have
operated in one state, and been regulated by that state, but as distance learning moves
across state borders it becomes subject to each state’s regulations, some of which are set
up specifically to discourage out-of-state distance learning providers. “The future of
distance learning is very much in question if it must operate in an environment with more
than 50 different regulatory systems” (p. 14). In the conclusion of this paper, the authors
make a distinctive point:
Obstacles can serve two very different purposes. Some obstacles ensure high
quality and create the standards necessary to assess any new activity. Others are
simply gatekeepers-political, personal, and institutional-to bar any type of change.
The challenge facing academe is to distinguish between the two: to preserve the
former and sweep away the latter. (p. 17)
Zane Berge and his associates have studied for several years the barriers to distance
education and specifically online education (Berge, 1998; Muilenburg and Berge, 2001;
Berge & Muilenburg 2001; Cho & Berge, 2002). The most significant contribution was
by Muilenburg and Berge (2001), in which they conducted a factor-analytic study to
determine “the underlying constructs that comprise barriers to distance education” (p. 1).
Through an extensive literature review they identified sixty-four specific barriers that
they used as individual survey items, and 2,504 valid surveys were collected and used in
the factor analysis. Sixty-six percent of the respondents worked in higher education;
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other respondents were from corporate, K-12, government and non-profit enterprises.
Fifty-eight percent of the respondents used Internet or Web-based computer conferencing
as their primary learning delivery system; other systems included print-based, video and
/or audio, CD-ROM and multimedia, and others. The factor analysis used a cutoff of
0.30 for statistical significance of the factor loadings, which resulted in ten factors that
accounted for 52% of the overall variance. These ten factors or proposed constructs are
the following, together with explanatory comments provided by the authors (pp. 10-11):
1. Administrative structure. Managing distance learning programs through the
existing administrative structure can be problematic. Partnerships among different
units within an organization or among different organizations require agreements
on fiscal issues such as costs, tuition and fees, and distribution of revenue, as well
as scheduling and issuance of credits.
2. Organizational change. Organizations are resistant to change. Without a shared
vision for distance learning, a strategic plan, and key players within the
organization who are knowledgeable and supportive of distance learning,
implementing a distance learning program is a slow and difficult process.
3. Technical expertise, support, and infrastructure. It is difficult to keep pace with
technological change. Many instructors lack the knowledge and skills to design
and teach distance learning courses, yet their organizations lack support staff to
assist with technical problems, to develop distance learning course materials, or to
provide distance learning training. The technology-enhanced classrooms or
laboratories and the infrastructure required to use them may not be available.
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4. Social interaction and program quality. Participants in distance learning courses
can feel isolated due to lack of person-to-person contact. But some people are
uncomfortable with the use of student-centered and collaborative learning
activities because they change the traditional social structure of the classroom.
There are concerns about the quality distance learning courses, programs, and
student learning. Testing and assessment of student outcomes is also a concern.
5. Faculty compensation and time. Distance learning courses require a greater time
commitment, so faculty compensation, incentives, and release time are important
issues. Lack of grants to fund distance learning projects is also a problem.
6. Threat of technology. Some educators fear that an increase in the use of distance
learning technologies may decrease the need for teachers. Feeling intimidated by
technology may also threaten an instructor’s sense of competence or authority.
Either or both of these psychological factors may lead a teacher to feel that his/her
job security is threatened.
7. Legal issues. The increasing use of (in particular) the Internet to deliver distance
learning raises concerns about copyright, fair-use policies, piracy, intellectualproperty rights, and problems with hackers and viruses.
8. Evaluation/effectiveness. There is concern over a lack of research supporting the
effectiveness of distance learning as well as a lack of effective evaluation methods
for distance learning courses and programs. (The issue of accreditation for
distance learning programs also correlated with this factor, although it did not
meet the cutoff of 0.30.)
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9. Access. Many students lack access to necessary hardware, software, or the
Internet, or there are concerns over equal access to courses offered via newer
technologies such as Web-based instruction. Instructors also lack access to the
necessary equipment and courses.
10. Student-support services. Provision of student services such as advisement,
library services, admissions, and financial aid is a critical facet of any distance
learning program. There are also concerns about how to monitor the identity of
distance learning students (such as determining that the person who registered for
the class is the person taking the online examination or doing the work).
In a study later the same year (Berge & Muilenburg, 2001), the authors analyzed a
subset of the above surveys, including only those from higher education (n=1276), not
including community college, and looked at the relative perceived importance of these
ten barriers at different levels of organizational capability and experience with distance
learning. The study found that all the barriers generally decreased in strength as the
institution matured in its use of distance learning, and [presumably] the barriers were
addressed.
The study found that faculty compensation and time, but specifically the lack of
time more than compensation, was perceived as the greatest barrier at all organizational
stages. This finding may reflect that most of the survey respondents appear to be faculty.
Organizational change was the second biggest barrier at all organizational stages
except the last stage which was defined as an organization where distance learning has
been institutionalized (and thus by definition the organization is set up for distance
learning vs. having to change to accommodate it). Lack of technical expertise and
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support was clearly the next biggest barrier to effective distance learning, which may
again reflect the concerns of faculty being tasked to participate without the requisite
technical expertise or support.
It is interesting to note further that evaluation/effectiveness rises in relative
importance (although not in absolute importance) as a barrier, as the institution
progresses in its use of distance learning. At the same time, student support services are
perceived as a bigger barrier for institutions that are just starting into distance learning,
and a relatively less important barrier the more mature the organization in its use of
distance learning. This may reflect that student services are perceived as a major issue,
but are more easily addressed than issues of technical support and evaluation/effectiveness. Social interaction and quality concerns, and concerns with legal issues round out
the list of major barriers for higher education institutions, while the other barriers of
access, threatened by technology, and administrative structure are considered as minor
barriers by institutions at all levels of implementation.
Summary of Barriers Literature
The literature reviewed above on barriers to IBDE is focused primarily on
institutional barriers to implementing IBDE, not particularly on barriers to quality
learning via distance education. In addition, the literature focuses mostly on existing
institutions seeking to move into distance education, rather than on existing distance
education institutions; thus, many of the barriers identified have to do with transitioning
from the traditional classroom model. Finally, Berge and Muilenburg in particular, note
that their survey respondents did not include students, who might have very different
perceptions of the barriers to their learning at a distance.
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It is expected that the list of barriers for online distance learning would be
significantly different for existing distance education institutions such as Western
Governors University, Capella University, Jones International University, or University
of Phoenix Online. There, the faculty is hired specifically to do distance learning, they
often have experience in distance learning, and in most cases it is their major time
commitment to the institution. Likewise, the organization is set up as a distance learning
institution, usually with an emphasis on appropriate technical expertise and support.
Further, it is expected that if the focus were on barriers to effective learning via IBDE,
rather than effective implementation, that the list would be significantly different.
The major barriers to effective IBDE may be summarized as the following:
1. Credibility and acceptance. Distance learning is often perceived as inferior to
classroom-based learning, even when offered by the same institution. Likewise,
distance-learning universities may be perceived to be inferior to traditional
universities. This perception is fueled in part by the general unavailability of
federal financial aid for distance learning (although this is beginning to change).
Since there is no reliable evidence that distance learning is in fact inferior, the
perception likely stems from the schooling tradition we are all raised in,
supplemented by traditional faculty opinion.
2. Assessment of student learning. In IBDE, students are studying at their own place
and time. How do we measure and “credit” learning if not based on “seat-time”?
Further, students may take tests over the Internet. How do we ensure that the
student is taking the test, and not receiving help from others? Issues of academic
integrity and assessment of student learning are crucial in IBDE.
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3. Student persistence and completion. Students participating in IBDE are often not
full-time students, but rather individuals who are fitting education “in the cracks”,
who generally have full-time jobs and families, and other demands on their time.
Distance learning generally has significantly higher attrition rates than classroombased education. Effective online education must address the issue of continuing
student progress in the face of these other demands on students’ time.
3. Learning communities. This is both an important response to the issue above, and
a significant barrier to effective learning in its own right. Learning is a
collaborative effort, but it is a challenge to engage students collectively when they
are distributed by both time and place.
4. Student support services. Students on the Internet expect support at the level they
receive from commercial sites such as Amazon. They need advisement, library
services, a bookstore, and easy registration, billing, and communication systems.
The availability of federal financial aid is also a major issue for distance learning.
5. Quality of online courses/content. While there are some excellent course materials
available on the Internet, much of what is available is little more than an
electronic version of a correspondence course (i.e. print on computer), or a
distributed classroom (i.e. professor assigns reading and accepts and grades
assignments over the Internet). There are more powerful learning models
available for Internet-based learning.
6. Student roles/capability. It seems likely that some students are better suited to
online education than others, and principles for effective use will have to address
student differences. Generally speaking, students involved in distance learning
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are called upon to be more self-directed and to manage their own time, and not all
students are prepared for that responsibility.
7. Faculty effectiveness. The central focus of most discussions of faculty in distance
education is on faculty roles. While the role is important, the most important
variable in effective IBDE may be the effectiveness of the individual faculty
member. Some faculty is much more adept at interacting with students at a
distance than others. IBDE may also require thinking about unbundling the
faculty role to use individuals where they are most skilled.
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Chapter 4
The WGU Model for Internet-based Distance Education
Conceptual Framework
The research question of this dissertation was to define and develop a new model
for effective IBDE, incorporating the key insights and overcoming the barriers described
in the literature. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the model developed at
Western Governors University. WGU is unique in that it was created specifically as an
Internet-based distance education university and represents a complete re-thinking of the
model of higher education, based on the capabilities of the Internet as a new educational
delivery system. It began with the assumption that “technology will . . . fundamentally
change the models of education . . . [enabling] education that is learner-centric,
individualized, and interactive, [and] more relevant to the needs of individuals”
(Mendenhall, 2001, p. 37). Others have described the objective of Internet-based
education in similar terms: “It aims to be individualized, interactive, and independent of
time, emphasizing learning over teaching and commonality of outcomes over
commonality of processes” (Levine & Sun, 2002, p. 17).
It should also be noted at the outset, that the advent of online education coincides
with an increasing change in the demographics of higher education. “The traditional
college student, who attends school full time and lives on campus. . .make[s] up less than
20 percent of the current college population. The new majority of college students are
very different: They are older, attend classes part time, hold jobs, have families, and live
off campus” (Levine & Sun, 2002, p. 4). WGU was designed principally for the working
adult learner. The average age of WGU students is 40, and 95% work full-time.
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The WGU experiment was an interesting one, starting with the question: If one
were to start with a blank slate and build a new model of higher education, what would it
look like? Rather than attempting to be “as good as” the current model, surely the goal
would be to improve upon it. Having new tools that were not available when the current
model was created, one would undertake to use these tools to do things differently, while
retaining the strengths of the current system. Technology has vastly changed and
improved performance in virtually every other area of society, so why not in education?
In creating a new design for an Internet-based educational system, the designer would
likely start with a set of goals – then organize to achieve them. The design might begin
with studying principles of effective education, strengths and weaknesses of the
technology to be used, strengths of traditional education to be retained, and the
limitations of traditional education that could be improved.
This chapter describes a model for effective Internet-based distance education as
embodied in Western Governors University. The description of the WGU model is not
meant to be chronological, or to describe history, but to describe what now is. Our
understanding of this model has grown and evolved over the past four years, and can now
and perhaps only now, be clearly defined. The principal findings that undergird the
WGU model, gleaned in part from the literature reviewed in the last chapter and going
beyond it, include the following:
1. Potential strengths of Internet-based education
a. Individualized
b. Interactive
c. Learner-centric (learning over teaching)
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d. Time and place independent
e. Thousands of courses available
2. Weaknesses of individualized instruction
a. Work required to track and meet individual needs
b. Lack of pacing influences
c. Lack of learning community, collaboration
d. Challenge of tying together discrete pieces of learning
3. Strengths of traditional education
a. Class expectations – pacing, importance
b. Learning community – class conversation
c. Model of expertise provided by professor
4. Challenges in Distance Learning
a. Higher attrition rates
b. Comparability, measurement of learning
c. Lack of interaction, collaboration
5. Demographics of higher education
a. More working adults than traditional age students
b. Students with existing competencies, looking for credentials
c. Increasing demand for higher education, increasing costs, strain on
funding, and resulting need for less expensive alternatives
WGU was officially incorporated as a private, non-profit university in January
1997. The first degree programs were introduced in July 1999, and the first regular
students signed up shortly thereafter. Enrollment remained modest as the university
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sought both national and regional accreditation, but is accelerating rapidly since receiving
regional accreditation. WGU was nationally accredited by the Distance Education and
Training Council in June 2002, and regionally accredited in Feb. 2003. WGU is the first
and only university to be simultaneously accredited by four regional accrediting
commissions: the Commission on Colleges and Universities of the Northwest
Association of Schools and of Colleges and Universities, the Higher Learning
Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, the Accrediting
Commission for Senior Colleges and Universities of the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges, and the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
The current model of IBDE at WGU is summarized on the following page as
Figure 1. WGU is unique for several reasons. It is a fully online university. It is the
only university that offers competency-based degrees. The university does not develop
or teach its own courses (with few exceptions), but utilizes courses, instructors and other
learning resources from third parties. The university faculty does not teach courses, but
rather act as mentors for students from the beginning to the end of the program. Students,
primarily working adults, are organized into learning communities but work on
individualized programs of study at their own rates. Finally, the university is focused on
an action research model that regularly measures performance and adjusts practice to
improve results.
Competency-based degrees mean that students earn a degree by demonstrating their
competency – what they know and can do – rather than by taking required classes or
accumulating a certain number of credit hours. In developing a degree program, WGU
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forms a “Program Council” – a group of education and industry experts from around the
country in the specific degree area – to identify and compile the competencies expected
of a graduate with that degree. The WGU degree is not defined by a set of courses, but
by domains of knowledge and expertise. Competencies are grouped into subdomains
within these domains of knowledge. (See Appendix A for an example of a degree
program structure and competencies.) After this process is completed, the WGU
Assessment Council – a team of national experts in assessment – works with the Program
Council to identify and/or develop the appropriate assessments to measure the
competencies effectively. These assessments are some combination of objective and
essay tests, portfolios, performance tasks and projects. (See Appendix B for a description
of degree assessments.) WGU faculty then identifies existing university and commercial
courses and other learning resources (textbooks, websites, etc.) that teach these
competencies, and these learning opportunities are “mapped” to the competencies. (See
Appendix C for an example of course mapping to competencies.) Identified courses and
learning resources are used by students to gain the required competencies. When
students demonstrate on university assessments mastery of the required competencies,
they earn a degree. Courses are not required, and grades are not given, since each student
must demonstrate mastery of the competencies independent of the learning resources
used in preparation (WGU Brochure, 2000).
Every WGU student takes an initial introductory course addressing distance
learning, time management, use of the library, conducting research, test-taking, and an
introduction to WGU’s learning platform and competency-based learning model. Each
student is assigned a mentor – a WGU faculty member with an advanced degree in the
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field. The mentor works with the student wherever he is – via email, telephone, online
chat, and threaded discussion groups – from enrollment to the completion of the degree.
Because mentors don’t carry a teaching load, they are available to answer questions,
coach and guide students, and to provide encouragement and support (WGU Brochure,
2000). Students take a pre-assessment to determine what competencies they already
have, and then in consultation with their mentor, an individual “academic action plan
(AAP)” is created for each student. (See Appendix D for an example of an AAP.) The
AAP lays out for each individual their path to a degree, including the recommended
courses needed to gain the required competencies. The AAP also specifies a timeline for
study, and a planned schedule for taking the domain assessments, but students are able to
move more quickly or slowly as their needs require. When students are prepared for the
competency assessments, they go to a secure proctored testing site to complete the
examinations. They also need to complete the portfolio and project requirements, and
having demonstrated their attained competencies, are awarded their degree.
Mission of the University
WGU was created by nineteen western governors with the mission “to improve
quality and expand access to post-secondary educational opportunities by providing a
means for individuals to learn independent of time and place and to earn competencybased degrees and other credentials that are credible to both academic institutions and
employers” (WGU Mission Statement). The strength of the mission is reflected in the
fact that this statement has not changed in the six years since the university was created.
The university has defined success through its goals which focus on 1) getting
competency-based education recognized and accepted, 2) providing high-quality learning
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to its students, and 3) meeting enrollment and financial goals. The measurement and
accomplishment of these goals will be covered in more detail below.
Online Education
From the outset, the design of the university was to be online, utilizing the
capabilities of the Internet. This was central to the WGU vision of expanding access to
higher education. Access can certainly be understood as providing higher education
opportunities to remote areas located long distances from traditional campuses, and this is
an important role for WGU. But access is equally important for the working adult, who
lives close to a campus, but whose work and family schedule would restrict or prohibit
attendance at classes offered at traditional hours. Indeed, most of the WGU students fit
this profile. The average age of WGU students is 40, and 95% work full-time. The most
popular time for these students to study is between 10 p.m. and midnight. These students
are simply unable or unwilling to drive to campus, deal with parking, meet on someone
else’s schedule, and attend classes with students half their age. For these students, online
education maximizes their “time on task”, as their available time can be used in studying,
rather than driving to and from campus, parking, and walking to and from class.
Access is also an issue of cost, and as noted above, the costs of higher education
continue to escalate. The online model of WGU seeks to avoid the high cost of physical
plant. One of our governors is fond of pointing out that the total cost to date of creating
WGU is less than the cost of one new building at a state university. WGU’s online model
was also created from the beginning to avoid the cost of developing new courses; the
model was specifically developed to utilize the online courses of other institutions.
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WGU’s cost per student is less than $6,000 per year for twelve months of study, and will
continue to drop as initial overhead is absorbed by larger numbers of students.
Online education was also chosen not just to improve access, but as a way to
improve the quality of education. Learning is improved when students spend more time
on task and are engaged as active learners. Therefore, WGU is focused on online content
offered in a modular and interactive format. Modular courseware allows for greater
individualization, as students may focus on those elements of instruction where learning
is needed. This makes the instruction more relevant to each individual student. Time on
task is increased, not so much total time involved in an instructional activity, but the
value and relevance of that time in actual learning. Interactive courseware actively
involves the student as learner, rather than presenting information in a linear and passive
manner. The record-keeping capabilities of the computer allows each student’s progress
and program to be tracked individually, while the response-processing capability that can
be built into computer-based instruction and assessment, allows for significant ongoing
feedback to students.
Competency-based education
The second and more unique and important, innovation of WGU was the decision
to create degrees based on competency, not credit hours. In simplest terms, this means
that degrees are awarded based on what students know and can do, rather than on
completing a certain number of credit hours. At traditional universities, a degree
program is defined by a list of courses and a required number of credit hours. At WGU, a
degree program is developed by defining up front what a graduate is expected to know
and do, and by establishing assessments through which the student can demonstrate that
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they have mastered the required competencies. Competency-based education is the major
educational innovation of the WGU model, and it is based on sound principles of
effective teaching and learning. Competency-based education allows individualization of
the educational experience, not just within a course, but for an entire degree program.
Rather than assume that every student needs the same courses regardless of her past
experience and existing knowledge, WGU begins by administering a pre-assessment to
determine competencies the student may already possess. Based on this information, an
individualized academic action plan (AAP) is created for each student. Students must
take all the assessments and demonstrate all the required competencies, but they need not
take coursework in areas where they are already proficient. This allows WGU to
maximize the student’s “time on task”, by ensuring that student work is relevant to
remaining needs.
Competency-based education was created primarily to improve the quality and
increase the accountability of higher education. Few universities define clearly what it is
their graduates are expected to have learned, and even fewer actually measure to
determine that learning took place. What does a graduate with a B or C average mean?
Does it mean the graduate learned half of the material really well, but not the other half?
Or does it mean that all the material was 80% learned? Do graduates with the same
degree from different universities know the same things, or substantially different things?
In today’s world, the university is simply not the only place where learning occurs.
In a different era, students went to the university as young adults (18-25 years old),
studied for a number of years, and were prepared for a lifetime. The professors were the
acknowledged experts in their field, and indeed had mastery over their field, and the
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principal objective of education was to impart that knowledge to the student. In today’s
world, however, knowledge has exploded so dramatically, that no professor can claim
mastery of anything more than a small, specialized slice of a field. Students can learn in
a variety of ways, from life experience, from corporate training, from multiple courses
from multiple universities, and from the wealth of information on the Internet. The
simple truth is that universities no longer have a lock on the world’s knowledge, and
professors are not the only ones, nor even the most experienced ones, with the expertise
that students need. Most university students will attend multiple institutions in the course
of gaining a degree. As a result, the principal mission of higher education is gradually
shifting from the dispenser of knowledge to the role of measuring and credentialing
knowledge that may have been learned elsewhere. Competency-based education is ideal,
and perhaps essential, for this new role. The traditional model’s fit to this new reality is
increasingly strained.
Competency-based learning goes to a central issue in distance learning. How do
we ensure the quality of the learning supposed to be taking place? The time-based model
(credit-hours) assumes that as long as students are present, sit through the requisite
courses and earn a passing grade, they have received an education. But if class
attendance is no longer a factor, and seat time becomes irrelevant, the burden of proof
shifts to actually measuring the learning attainments that result. Governor Leavitt (UT)
has said that in the current educational system time is required, but learning is optional.
We need to change the system and make learning required, and time optional (Leavitt,
2003). Distance learning may be said to make the measurement of time irrelevant (thus
optional), forcing us to make learning attainments measurable. This change is long
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overdue, and making it would improve campus-based instruction as well as distance
education. Competency-based education is a fundamental change that puts the focus of
education on measuring learning outcomes rather than learning activities. It exposes the
weakness of many of the guidelines for IBDE, summarized in the literature review in
Chapter 3, which are primarily focused on traditional activities of teaching and learning
rather than on desired results.
Learning Resources
A unique aspect of the WGU model is the decision, made early in WGU’s design,
not to develop and teach our own courses. As expressed in the University brochure
(WGU, 2000):
The very nature of the Internet assumes the sharing of courses. From the student’s
point of view, all Internet-based courses are right at his or her fingertips; aside from
restrictive policies on credit transfer and acceptance, there is little reason to take
courses from only one institution.
In fact, the student as consumer is increasingly going online and choosing the best course
for his own needs. The majority of students now take courses from more than one
university in completing their degree.
The WGU model is based on the recognition that there are tens of thousands of
online courses already developed, and no investment of money and time is likely to
produce all the best courses in every area. Further, making a large investment in course
development requires the developer to defend their courses as the best, even when they
are not, simply to earn a return on investment. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
past experience demonstrates that the cost of maintaining, updating and supporting
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courses is ultimately far more than the cost of initial development. In particular, the cost
of keeping up with changes in technology often proves prohibitively expensive. The
sharing of courses developed by others allows WGU faculty to pick and choose from the
best available courses. If the technology changes, or someone creates a better course,
WGU faculty is able to evaluate and substitute the new and improved course. This
flexibility is key to providing students the best and most current learning opportunities.
There is another important factor in the WGU learning resource model, which
relates to cost (and therefore access) as well as quality. Because WGU is competencybased, and the learning outcomes to be achieved have been defined, and measures
developed to assess these outcomes, it is possible to determine objectively the most costeffective courses for students. On the front end, WGU faculty “map” (or cross-walk)
each course to the defined competencies, and each course is rated on how well it
addresses these competencies. (See Appendix C for an example of course mapping to
competencies.) On the back end, the University’s institutional research office tracks how
well students do on their competency assessments relative to the courses they took to
prepare. As a result, some courses emerge as particularly effective, and others are
eliminated from use. Institutional research also examines student satisfaction data for
each course (see Appendix E for an example of the course survey).
In traditional higher education, the quality of the course is often defined by the
brand name of the offering institution, or even the cost of the course (more expensive
must be better). However, WGU has found that less expensive courses from lesserknown universities are often equally or more effective than more expensive courses. In
addition, commercial content is sometimes more current, has higher production value,
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and is less expensive than many university courses. As an added advantage, this
commercial content is often more modular than semester-based courses, allowing
students to maximize their learning by focusing on the specific modules they need.
Because WGU is not concerned with assigning credits, but measures learning, it is less
important where or how that learning takes place. As online course development
continues to progress, it is likely that on-line offerings will become increasingly modular,
first in commercial development but ultimately in university development as well.
Current efforts to develop standardized “learning objects” seek to extend this concept of
modularity, and may ultimately provide significant flexibility and accelerate the ability to
provide “mass customization”.
There is a third advantage of using third party content. WGU has a catalog
(http://www.wgu.edu/wgu/smartcatalog/index.html) of over 1200 online courses (of
which over 400 are mapped to specific competencies) and hundreds of Independent
Learning Resources, which are also mapped to competencies. Independent learning
resources include books, CD-ROMS, websites, short online modules, and other learning
activities. The result is that the WGU student has a wide variety of materials available by
which to learn the required competencies. There is more than one path provided. This
allows students, in consultation with their faculty mentor, to choose what’s best for their
own particular learning style and preference. This is the WGU approach to providing “a
buffet of learning opportunities” as suggested by Twigg (2001, p. 11), thus adapting
somewhat to individual student differences.
There are other important learning resources besides courses and ILR’s. WGU has
an online bookstore (http://www.wgu.edu/wgu/bookstore.html) provided by Barnes and
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Noble. Virtually everyone agrees that the library is a central resource in higher
education, as is learning to conduct research. WGU offers a complete online library
(http://www.unm.edu/~wguclr/overview.html) through a contract with the University of
New Mexico. The library includes multiple online library catalogs and search services,
access to tens of thousands of full-text documents, document delivery, book loans and
interlibrary loan services. Library services include reference services, technical
assistance, and online instruction. WGU has also established its own electronic reserves,
where WGU faculty ask to have a textbook, chapters, articles, or other documents
scanned (as pdf files) and placed in reserve for students. The library also provides WGU
with detailed use statistics.
A library is only as valuable as it is used, and this represents an area in online
learning that requires specific attention. The work that WGU has undertaken to increase
library usage represents a good example of action research. Through the statistics on
usage, we discovered that students were not making significant use of the library, and we
undertook several initiatives to increase this usage. We created an introductory course
for students, and added a module specifically on using the library. Through a tutorial,
assignments, and help from the librarian, students are guided through the services
available to them. When they complete this course they are familiar with the library
system and ready to use it. We also asked faculty to establish electronic reserves for
students in their degree areas, and make assignments that included those reserve
resources. We added a small library fee ($25/term), partly to cover the costs of library
services, but primarily on the premise that students value what they pay for and would
feel more obligated to use these services. Finally, through course discussion and student
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surveys, students indicated that the library homepage was too full of information and
made it difficult for them to find what they were looking for, so the page was revised and
simplified. As shown in the table below, library usage increased substantially as a result
(WGU Self Study, 2002, p. 140). (The number of students in this time period increased
50%, while library usage rose from 300-500%.)
Table 1
WGU Library Usage
Monthly Comparison
Library Statistics

May 2001

May 2002

Number of Searches

70

396

Number of Documents Ordered

53

186

Number of Student Reference Requests

7

38

12-Month Comparison
Library Statistics

June 00 – May 01

June 01 – May 02

Number of Searches

493

1628

Number of Documents Ordered

207

714

Number of Student Reference Requests

49

150

Faculty
In moving to individualized, interactive, modular and competency-based
learning, it is clear that the role of the faculty must change. Delivering a classroom
lecture, even by a master teacher, has none of these new characteristics. By definition, a
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professor teaching 20 students (to say nothing of 200 in many lower division classes) is
teaching to the middle of the class. Because every student comes to the class knowing
different things and learning at different rates, even the best presentation will be too slow
for some who already know the subject, and too fast for others that lack any background
in the subject. A classroom professor cannot provide much individualized instruction
(except perhaps during limited office hours to a few students). However, computermediated instruction, provided via the Internet, can be customized to the learning needs
and pace of each individual student. Many have described the teacher’s role in
technology-mediated instruction as moving from “the sage on the stage” to the “guide on
the side”. Indeed, the primary faculty role at WGU is that of ‘mentor’.
WGU mentors are employees of the university with advanced degrees in their
disciplines. They do not teach courses; as explained above, courses are provided by other
institutions that host and teach them. Instead, mentors are assigned to students for their
entire degree programs, and take personal responsibility to help their students succeed.
The WGU mentor represents a “model of expertise”, a valued source for questions and
discussion, and perhaps most importantly a primary source of encouragement. The
central role of the mentor is to help a student learn what is important to know and where
to find it, to coach the student through the learning process, and to teach students how to
learn. Mentors work with students to create an individualized “academic action plan”
(AAP), recommend courses and other learning opportunities, and refer students for their
assessments. In today’s era of almost unlimited information, the teaching of content
knowledge has transitory value; the real value of education today is in learning to
distinguish what’s important, where to find it, and how to analyze and apply it.
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The mentor role is particularly important in distance learning. Where the students
are pursuing independent learning, either through print, video, or online, there is a
significant need to provide a source of expertise, counsel, and encouragement. WGU has
a current attrition rate of 24%, about half that of most distance learning programs, and
much of that success can be attributed to the value of personalized mentoring of students.
WGU mentors are evaluated through an internally defined process that is consistent
with personnel evaluation standards. Key factors in their evaluation include selfevaluation and student, peer and supervisor ratings, but the primary measures are those of
student progress, graduation rates and retention rates for their students.
In a spring 2002 survey of WGU students, approximately 80 percent of students
responding “strongly agreed” and all others “agreed” that:
•

Their mentor seemed to care about them and their program

•

Mentors are knowledgeable about WGU and their program of study

•

Mentors seem interested in helping them achieve their educational goals

•

They are satisfied with their experience with their mentor

About half of students indicated that mentor support is needed for tutoring, motivation,
and support. Sixty-five percent of students reported contact with their mentor two or
more times a month (WGU Self Study, 2002, p. 143).
The value of the WGU mentors is seen particularly in the testimonial letters of
students (personal communications, 2001):
My mentor/advisor is the greatest…. He truly cares for his students. We have not
personally met, but with the many e-mails and hour-long conversations, I have
developed a relationship that I won’t forget. [He] is almost always available to
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assist me if I have a question, but most importantly he supported me through
being ill… He worked with my schedule and encouraged me not to quit.
[Though I attended multiple other universities], it was not until I was given
an opportunity to participate in distance learning “Western Governors style” that I
realized how personal and professional educational support could be…. My
mentor has been continually involved in this process with me. He has been
available to set up my program, determine the sequence and frequency of my
course work, to review key facts and skills with me after coursework and before
the objective examinations. He has read and made editorial suggestions on each
of my portfolio projects before I have submitted them….I must tell you that I
have never felt so supported by a professor or educational advisor at any time in
my life. Whenever I have been confused, frustrated or discouraged, [my mentor]
has cheerfully encouraged me, helped me solve my problems, and has made me
feel that my education and my participation in the program are important to him.
WGU is a teaching institution, not a research university. We do not sponsor new
research except as it pertains to the university mission of improving IBDE. However, our
faculty mentors are encouraged to pursue professional development and are involved in
several other university responsibilities. Mentors are integrally involved in locating and
reviewing high quality online courses and other learning resources to teach the WGU
competencies. They are responsible to “map” the content of these learning resources to
the specific WGU competencies. Mentors also serve on Program Councils and on search
and project committees. They have a responsibility for ongoing professional growth,
which may include developing new learning resources for students, research on various
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aspects of the WGU model, conference papers and presentations, and formal publications
(WGU Self Study, 2002, pp. 111, 132).
As the mentor model has evolved at WGU, new support roles not initially
anticipated have emerged. These include the roles of tutors, graders, and coaches. We
found that students were relying too heavily on their mentors to teach them the content;
as a result, we have begun a tutoring network where students who need additional help
either outside of or within a course, may access a tutor. Initial areas of tutoring focus
include writing and mathematics. Similarly, we found that mentors were consumed with
grading papers, projects and portfolios (the objective exams are all computer-graded); we
have since contracted with individuals to serve specifically as graders, under the
supervision of regular WGU faculty. We have recently begun new degree programs that
include initial teacher licensure, and a requirement for student teaching; as a result, we
have defined the role of a classroom coach to oversee the classroom teaching. This will
be contracted out to master teachers within the district where the student is teaching. If
mentors were required to perform all of these functions without support, they would be
able to handle very few students. By disaggregating these functions, we preserve the
more expensive mentor time for higher level and more meaningful interactions with
students.
Other faculty roles at WGU are performed primarily by contracted faculty on a
limited-time basis. This allows us to attract broader and more specialized expertise for
particular tasks than would be possible if we were to rely only on full-time faculty.
These essential faculty members serve on the University’s Program Councils and
Assessment Council (See Appendix F for a listing of the members of each council).
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Academic councils provide policy guidance, quality oversight, and external
validation of the University’s programs. In establishing the council structure,
WGU deliberately “unbundled” the classic, unified faculty role of curriculum
developer (who defines the learning objectives), instructor (who teaches the
courses he or she has developed), and student evaluator (who assigns grades for
the course [he or she] taught). We have deliberately separated these functions in a
system of checks and balances designed to ensure the integrity of our
competency-based approach to student learning (WGU Self Study, 2002, p. 125).
Each degree area has a Program Council, responsible to establish the curriculum for
each degree program, including both overall degree design and each degree’s specific
competencies (WGU Self Study, 2002, p. 53). The program council is made up of senior
faculty from academia as well as current working professionals in the field. Their job is
to define the competencies expected of a graduate. WGU faculty members build an
initial list of degree competencies derived from similar programs at other universities,
textbooks, and widely accepted assessments. They then edit and refine the initial list of
competencies into a common format and eliminate redundancies. The Program Council
then has responsibility to define the final list of degree competencies, editing the
proposed list and where necessary adding new competencies. One of the great values of
this approach is the comprehensive discussion it engenders between academia and
practicing professionals on what a graduate should know and be able to do. Program
councils also review the performance of the degree program, monitor its relevance to
students and employers, and conduct bi-annual program reviews to update and revise the
program as necessary.
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The Assessment Council consists of recognized national experts in assessment, and
they, working with the respective Program Council, establish the assessments for all
WGU degree programs. The Assessment Council establishes the instruments to be used,
approves the process for their development, and approves the instruments once developed
(WGU Self Study, 2002, pp. 53, 127). When program competencies are finalized, WGU
staff working with the Program Council establish for each competency its importance,
level of difficulty, and how many and what type of items are needed to ensure mastery.
The Assessment Council reviews, modifies, and approves the assessment blueprint. The
items are then developed (either internally or through an external contract), edited and
reviewed technically for grammar, psychometric properties, and sensitivity. The
assessments are then pilot tested and standard passing scores are established. The
Assessment Council again reviews the instruments and the standard setting and approves
them. The Assessment Council also monitors the effectiveness of the assessments, and
makes revisions as necessary. The Council participates in the bi-annual program reviews
of each degree program.
The strength of the WGU faculty model is the unbundling of the faculty role. It
would be rare indeed to find an individual faculty member that would be an expert in
development, teaching, mentoring and assessment. Even if such a person could be found,
it is hard to imagine they would have time to perform all these functions well.
Unbundling the faculty role allows for higher quality. It has also allowed WGU to hire
on a part-time basis a level of expertise that we neither need nor could afford on a fulltime basis. Further, unbundling allows mentors to focus on their primary role, while
other instructional functions (tutoring, grading, and coaching) are contracted out.
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Unbundling the faculty role allows for lower cost. The highest compliment to the WGU
faculty model was paid by the recent accreditation visiting team in their commendations
of the University “for demonstrating that the traditional faculty role can be unbundled,
with value added for student learning” (Interregional Accrediting Committee, 2002, p.
23).
Students
WGU was created from the beginning to be student-centric, with an emphasis on
being responsive to student needs. The WGU model should perhaps be drawn differently
than in Figure 1, by placing the student in the center to emphasize the learner-centric
model of the university. This idea is presented in Figure 2 on the next page. The model
views the student as a consumer of education, with a broad array of courses and other
learning resources to choose from. The student relies on the institution to define the
knowledge and skills required for a degree, to provide mentoring from qualified experts
in the field, and to measure and credential student learning. The institution also
facilitates a learning community of peers, technology resources to facilitate access to
learning, and financial aid resources to assist the student in paying for her education.
It should be acknowledged up front that this model assumes a different kind of
student than the traditional young adult. The simple fact is that youth are trained for 13
years of K-12 education on a traditional model of education. Young adults generally
have not been taught to take responsibility for their own education; in fact, too frequently
the lesson of K-12 education is to sit in class, be spoon-fed the content you are supposed
to know, and then to regurgitate it on exams (perhaps to forget it soon after the exam is
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Online learning is challenging for traditional learners, and competency-based
learning, because it is new, may be even more challenging. The first difficulty is in
managing one’s time to do it, when education is offered “on your own time”. Selfscheduled online learning requires a level of self-discipline that many students have not
developed. While classroom education may (or may not) require some participation as
part of an implied learning community, methods for successful participation in online
learning communities are not familiar to students. In fact, online learning communities
generally work only if students are made accountable for active collaboration, usually by
making the activity part of the grade. It is difficult for students, trained in a different
system, to take responsibility for their own learning. Additionally, some students don’t
test well and are fearful that they may not succeed with a competency-based model.
These students need more initial and continuing guidance and encouragement to succeed.
As mentioned above, the WGU model is designed principally for adult learners
who have assumed responsibility for their own lives and careers, and who have already
developed competencies. This is not to say that the model does not work for young
adults, but it recognizes that many young adults are looking for the structure and social
aspects of campus-based education, while older adults already in the workforce are
motivated by their need for additional competencies and credentials.
It is perfectly acceptable to say that a particular model of education may not be for
everyone, and certainly there are attributes of a master teacher in the classroom that
cannot be duplicated online. However, the issue is not to define what kind of student it
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works for, but to develop approaches that will make the model more effective for all
students, and to adapt the model to overcome some of the existing natural barriers. While
this is clearly a work-in-progress at WGU, we have made significant advances in
adapting the system for all learners.
Initially, the university was designed to provide maximum flexibility for every
student. A student could start his program on any day of the year. Because courses were
not required, other than to gain competencies, and students would need different courses
and a varying number of courses depending on the competencies they brought to the
program, WGU charged a program tuition and then charged separately for individual
courses. Program tuition covered the cost of defining the program, the mentoring, the
assessments, and the awarding of a degree. A student could take as little or as much time
as needed to complete their program. Students paid extra for courses, but only for those
courses they needed.
While this tuition plan seemed tailored to the individualized, competency-based
nature of the program, several significant problems emerged over the first few years.
First, the tuition plan was so different that it was very difficult for students to understand,
and difficult to apply to federal financial aid policies and corporate tuition reimbursement
programs. The major problem was that students were not progressing in their programs.
Upon reflection, we realized that we had eliminated virtually all pacing factors from the
program. Students paid the same program tuition no matter how quickly they completed
the program, so there was no financial incentive to move more quickly. In addition, since
courses cost extra, students tried to complete their program without taking courses.
Students relied on their mentors to teach them the material, resulting in a much greater
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than anticipated load on the mentors, and slower progress for the students. Finally, while
we had planned on learning communities from the beginning, we found that they weren’t
being used. Students who started on a day of their choosing and pursued independent
learning felt no connection to other students.
After significant study and conversation, we created a new tuition plan that became
effective in April 2002. The current tuition plan charges tuition by term and includes the
cost of all courses, mentoring, and other services. (We also added a library fee [$25]
each term, to encourage greater use of library services.) A WGU term is six months, and
a new term starts the first day of each month. Students are now greatly motivated to
move more quickly through their programs, since they are paying for time spent enrolled
in the program. There is an incentive for students to take courses, since they are included
in the price. The new tuition is much easier to understand, since it more closely
resembles traditional tuition structures. Finally, by starting terms the first of each month,
rather than daily, students now begin with a group of other students in the same degree
program, and we form a learning community of those students from the very beginning.
Even though these students start in different places, and progress at different rates, they
are able to help and encourage one another throughout their programs. While it is too
soon to have enough data to evaluate fully the impact of these changes, it is already
apparent that students are progressing at a faster rate through their programs and are
taking more courses to prepare for their competency assessments.
The importance of learning communities is well documented in the literature, both
for the pacing influence on students and for the increased learning potential. Studying as
part of a group lends importance to the activity, and the sense of group progress helps
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keep students from procrastinating and falling behind. The dialogue with fellow students
and faculty is important in the analysis and synthesis of the material being learned. WGU
desired from the beginning to emphasize the development of learning communities, but
we determined that we would not require participation. Instead, we committed to
creating learning communities that students would find inherently valuable and would
choose to participate in. Again, this is still a work in progress, but important progress has
been made. We have, over the course of several years, made significant improvements in
the technology supporting learning communities. More importantly, we have focused our
faculty mentors on leading these communities, thus conveying a sense of importance and
meaning. WGU faculty hold “office hours” each week in the form of time set aside for
real-time online chat sessions. The primary community exists through discussion boards
and threaded discussion groups. Perhaps the biggest advance in developing WGU
learning communities was having a term start the first of each month, and requiring all
students to participate in an initial introductory course. In this course, students are
formed into learning communities from the beginning, and taught to utilize the tools of
community (chat, bulletin boards, instant messaging, and threaded discussion groups).
As WGU enrollments have grown, there is now a section of the introductory course for
each degree area, so students are grouped with those in the same program. It was
significant that at a recent graduation, the graduating students paid tribute to their
mentors, and then to the leaders of their learning community for setting the pace for the
group.
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In evaluating the impact of the introductory course on building learning
communities, we polled students who had completed the course during the spring of
2002. A summary of the findings was included in the WGU Self Study (2002, p. 142):
Based on our review of the literature, we have found that several factors tend to
contribute to the development of learning communities. For instance, some
factors that tend to contribute to the students’ sense of community include (a) a
sense of belonging or group identity, (b) shared goals, (c) safe and supportive
conditions, (d) collaboration, (e) progressive discourse, (f) knowledge building,
and (g) diversity of information and ideas.
•

96 percent responded they felt encouraged to express their own ideas

•

100 percent responded that the course provided a safe, positive, and
affirming environment.

•

88 percent responded that the course provided for the free flow of diverse
ideas.

•

39 percent responded that a group identity was established (a positive
outcome, we believe, since the course lasts only four weeks).

•

76 percent responded that they had the opportunity to share information
about themselves.

•

69 percent responded that sharing mutual interests helped to find others
with whom to interact.

As noted above, many students do not come well prepared for online or
competency-based learning. We found that students were not prepared to set aside
sufficient scheduled time to work on their degrees. They did not understand how to use
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online library resources, or the tools of online learning communities. Most students who
were not going to be successful were falling behind in the first few months of their
program. Noticing an increase in student withdrawals in late 2000/early 2001, we
contacted the students who had left the university to understand better their reasons for
leaving. Generally, the students’ responses fell into one of four categories:
1. Financial issues
2. Time management issues
3. Family or personal health issues
4. Feeling of isolation – they missed interacting with their peers
Recognizing that we could do little to help students with family or personal health issues,
we believed we could provide help in the other areas. We decided to emphasize the
availability of federal financial aid for students. In addition, after polling students,
talking to those who dropped out, and analyzing and discussing the available data, we
decided we needed to create an introductory course for all new students (WGU Self
Study, 2002, pp. 144-145).
All WGU students now begin by taking an initial orientation course, Education
without Boundaries, which covers issues such as time management, research, test taking,
an introduction to distance learning, and an overview of WGU’s model for competencybased education. Students are introduced to WGU’s online library resources, and trained
in the Campus Pipeline platform that is their link to WGU services. Students are formed
at this time into learning communities, and taught to use various collaboration tools.
During this course, students take a pre-assessment that helps them and their faculty
mentor to build their Academic Action Plan. This course gives students some early
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success and a running start on their program, which may be the most critical factor in
student progress and retention.
A primary goal of the University is the success of its students. WGU has defined
five primary measures of student success: retention rate, graduation rate, student
academic progress, success after graduation, and student satisfaction. These measures
and associated goals will be covered in more detail below as part of the institutional
research structure. However, it is interesting to note here the results of the program
survey administered to students in spring 2002 (WGU Self Study, 2002, p. 143):
Areas most important to students:
1. Flexibility of time
2. Mentors
3. Flexibility of place
4. Online learning
5. Use of independent learning resources
Areas where students are most satisfied:
1. Flexibility of time
2. Mentors
3. Flexibility of place
4. Use of independent learning resources
5. Online learning
This survey seems to validate that WGU is focusing on and providing those things most
highly valued by our students. However, we have also learned that total student
flexibility doesn’t work well. Even mature students need some structure around their
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learning. The changes in our tuition plan, the emphasis on learning communities, and the
addition of an introductory course seem to have addressed some of these issues.
Recognizing that there is much still to be learned, our focus on students, and consistent
measuring of student performance and student satisfaction, leads the university to
continuously evaluate and improve its student offerings.
Institutional Infrastructure
Institutional infrastructure is most often thought of as the technology to support
online learning. Certainly there is a significant technology infrastructure in place, but
institutional infrastructure includes policies as well as facilities; indeed, institutional
policies may be more important to effective online learning than technical infrastructure.
For example, as noted above, the tuition policy of the university can have a huge impact
on student progress and graduation rates. Similarly, the marketing and recruiting
function of the university can have a significant impact on student retention. It is
important in the enrollment process that students are given a clear understanding of the
degree requirements and expectations. In the case of WGU, this includes describing what
competency-based education is, what the required competencies are and how they will be
measured, and the time commitment that will likely be required to be successful. In
addition to these functions, there are three key components to the WGU infrastructure:
the technology, assessment centers, and most importantly, the commitment to
measurement and improvement.
Technology infrastructure
WGU’s technology infrastructure is described in the University’s Self Study
document (WGU 2002, pp. 159-160), and outlined in the diagram below:
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The WGU information systems infrastructure was initially and remains to this day
designed to meet the needs of learners, faculty, students, administrators, and
education providers at a distance. Every aspect of our information systems
infrastructure is accessed easily and securely via an industry standard Web
browser. Everything from financial systems to instructional delivery and
reporting are provided over the Internet from our secure servers. The WGU
systems architecture includes several servers and databases each dedicated to a
specific set of tasks. All of the servers are automatically backed up to a tape
library each night.
Figure 3. WGU System Architecture
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WGU’s information system infrastructure is located in a highly secure
hosting facility, the Qwest CyberCenter in Sunnyvale, California. This Tier One
hosting center is a state-of-the-art facility that provides . . . 24x7 support,
redundant HVAC, air filtration, fire suppression, uninterruptible supply-based
power protection, and diesel generator backup. The network backbone at this
facility is a Tier One redundant OC-48 and OC-192 IP backbone. Our service
level agreement guarantees us 10 megabit per second bandwidth and constant
server monitoring, and provides for on-site support as needed.
WGU elected to use the Banner Student Information System from SCT, the leader
in providing SIS systems in higher education. This system integrates marketing and
recruitment data, enrollment, billing, student progress, and financial functions. We chose
the Campus Pipeline software as our student portal; Campus Pipeline was later acquired
by SCT, thus providing us a higher level of integration. We have integrated, and
customized where needed, this software with our own custom catalog application. The
current SIS system at WGU is capable of supporting up to 30,000 students, and can be
expanded to support over 100,000 students.
Assessment of Student Learning
The second key component of university infrastructure is the provision for secure
assessments of student learning. A major issue in online distance education is ensuring
the integrity of student assessment and the awarding of degrees. If students are studying
at a distance, how is it determined who is doing the work? This becomes especially
important for a competency-based program, where degrees are based on demonstrating
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competency through assessments. At the same time, a key issue for students is the
convenience and flexibility of taking tests.
WGU delivers its pre-assessment and other diagnostic learning assessments over
the Internet in non-secure environments. However, the high-stakes competency
assessments required for graduation must be taken in a secure, proctored environment.
WGU has contracted with approximately 250 university/college testing centers to
administer WGU assessments, most of which are delivered via the Internet. Students
must show an official form of identification containing a picture. For students in remote
areas, other arrangements may be made with individual proctors in the hometown. An
assessment center agreement specifies the WGU requirements for authenticity, security,
standardization, and personnel. A separate proctor agreement is used for individual
cases.
Measurement, Evaluation and Improvement
Perhaps the hallmark of WGU is our ongoing action research work, our
commitment to ongoing measurement and improvement, and our focus on student
success and satisfaction. The University was commended by a recent accreditation
visiting team:
. . . as a learning organization that continually assesses its performance and
nimbly responds to assessment findings, both in student learning and in
organizational effectiveness [and] as a ‘data-regarding’ institution, with good
institutional research capability that gives easy access to data. (Interregional
Accrediting Commission, 2003)
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WGU evaluates institutional effectiveness through the achievement of its mission
and goals. A summary of those goals and current progress is provided on the following
pages as Table 2. The mission and goal statements are reviewed semi-annually, with new
plans developed for their accomplishment. Progress on the goals is reviewed monthly in
operations review meetings, and actions taken as needed to improve performance. In
particular, retention rates, graduation rates, and student academic progress are tracked
automatically by our Student Information System and reported monthly (see Appendix G
for an example of a report on student academic progress).
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Table 2
Institutional Effectiveness Executive Summary
Institutional Success is demonstrated through achieving Mission and Goals:
Result
Achieving Mission

•

•

Strategies

See attached progress

•

Review Semi-annually

report

•

See Development Plan

•

VA approval

•

State teacher licensing

Regional and National
Accreditation

Recognition/Acceptance of

•

Endorsed by US
Secretary of Education,

Competency-based

recognition
19 Governors, and 24

Education
major corporations

•

Government policy
influence

•

Enrollments rapidly
expanding

Student Success

Meet Enrollment Targets

•

See Summary Below

•

Short in past years

•

Ahead of plan this year

•
Financial Management and

•

See Summary Below

•

Increase in recruitment
budget

•

See Marketing Plan

•

Monthly monitoring in Ops

Beat plan last three
years

Review
Fundraising

•

Growth in net assets

•

Multi-year grants

•

See Financial Plan
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Student Success is demonstrated through:
Goal

Actual

Strategies
•

Learning
Communities

Retention Rate

70%

76%

FY 2000

FY 2001

50% in six years
Graduation Rate

Student Academic

•

5% in 2 years

•

15% in 3 years

•

30% in 4 years

•

2% in

•

2 yrs.
•

5% in

EWB course

•

Mentoring

•

Mentoring

•

Learning

2 yrs.

15% in

Communities
•

3 yrs.

Learning
Resources

Aggregate SAP will
88%

Progress

•

•

Mentoring

•

Learning

exceed 80%.

Communities

More than 80% of a

•

Tuition Plan

•

Academic

sample of graduates

Program

Graduate
will report enhanced

100%

Reviews

Accomplishments
career success

•

following graduation.

Case studies of
graduates

80% of students will
be satisfied with the

Aggregate Satisfaction

program and

was 84%

•

Mentor contact

•

Student
surveys-

Student Satisfaction

feedback loop
services offered by
WGU

•

Learning
Resources
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Progress Report on Accomplishing Our Mission:
Accomplishments

Mission
Statement
Improve quality

•

Developed and assessed explicit competencies for student learning.

•

Promoted quality distance education standards among our education
providers.

•

Provided distance education programs to rural populations located
away from a campus.

Expand access
•

Reached adult learners in urban areas whose schedules, employment,
and family commitments keep them from traditional higher education.

•

Affirmed the prior competency development of adult learners through
assessment.

Learn

•

Except for assessments, sited convenient to each student as possible,

independent of

made all learning activities available through asynchronous distance

time and place

exchanges.

Provide

•

competencybased degree

Expanded from 4 to 9 degree programs, all of which are competencybased.

•

Competencies, not credits, are the sole basis of degree conferral.

Credible to

•

Used Program Council experts to define competencies

academic

•

National Assessment Council approves all assessments

institutions and

•

Regional and National accreditation

employers.

•

Approved for Federal financial aid

•

Students eligible for tuition assistance

programs
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With less than 50 graduates to date, we commissioned a third party to conduct case
studies on a sample of graduates. The results are attached as Appendix H; all graduates
reported enhanced career success and rated very highly the relevance of their WGU
learning experience to their workplace. Overall student satisfaction with WGU’s
programs and services is measured via a student survey, included as Appendix I. Other
student surveys measure satisfaction with WGU mentors (Appendix J), satisfaction with
learning resources (Appendix E), the new student experience (Appendix K), and the
assessments (Appendix L). The appendices include only examples of the survey forms,
to show the measurement instruments being used, since it is too early in the data
collection process to have significant data. Despite limited data, findings from these
surveys are utilized in ongoing action research leading to University plans for change and
improvement. These include, for example, changes in the tuition plan, the creation of a
new introductory course for all new students, ongoing work with learning communities, a
focus on students’ use of the library, and a multi-million dollar commitment to upgrading
university information systems.
In addition to looking at institutional effectiveness, we are also concerned about the
effectiveness of each degree program – the competencies, the assessments, and the
courses and other learning resources available to students to acquire the competencies.
All academic programs undergo a program review every two years, consistent with
program evaluation standards. This process is described in the WGU Self Study (2002,
pp. 222-223):
WGU program review criteria, established in consultation with the Coordinating
Council and the Assessment Council, are:
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• Review and Revision of Competencies: Do the competencies remain
relevant, at the appropriate level of complexity?
• Students’ Performance on Assessments: How well are students performing
on assessments?
• Performance of Assessments: Item and form analysis to ensure that
assessments are valid.
• Availability of Learning Resources: Is there sufficient quality content
available in the WGU catalog to ensure that students can meet degree
requirements?
• Performance of Learning Resources: How do students who take courses
from the WGU catalog perform on assessments?
• Enrollment, Retention, and Graduation: How well are students persisting,
what progress are they making, what is their retention rate, what are their
graduation rates?
• Student Satisfaction: How satisfied are students with their programs,
learning opportunities, assessment services, and new student programs and
services?
The Director of Assessment and Institutional Research is charged by the Provost
to gather these data elements and disseminate them to the appropriate Program
Council, the Coordinating Council, and the Assessment Council. These results
lead to program changes and are documented in the final summary of the program
review.
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The Program Review of the Associate of Arts degree, for example, which is the general
education core of all our undergraduate degrees, resulted in significant re-working of the
competencies for both the Quantitative Literacy domain and the Language and
Communication Domain. As a result, new assessments for these domains were
developed. In addition, two domains were consolidated and eliminated. The original
design of the degree proved to be too broad and too deep, equivalent to a three-year
degree. The revised AA degree is now significantly revised, of appropriate breadth and
depth, and easier to deliver and assess.
While WGU is certainly not the only model of effective IBDE, it does represent a
significantly different model, carefully developed to take advantage of the strengths of
Internet-delivered distance education. The effectiveness of the model is validated by
both internal measures and outside evaluation through the accreditation process.
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Chapter 5
Principles of Internet-based Distance Education
from the WGU Model
The purpose of this dissertation was not to argue that there is only one model of
effective IBDE, nor do I believe that to be true. Rather, the purpose of this study was to
explore a thoughtfully designed and developed model for effective IBDE, and to report
some of the accumulating evidence for its validity. It was expected that there would be
some principles of good practice that would emerge from this experience that could
inform and hopefully improve the practice of others. This chapter will explore these
principles of general application found in the WGU model.
If the description of the WGU model in Chapter 4 was sufficiently detailed, the
underlying principles and their application should be fully accessible to the reader.
However, this chapter seeks to make clear that principles of effective learning exist
independently of a particular model, and that one need not adopt or even agree with the
whole model to gain value from correct principles. In fact, I believe that other educators,
if given license to think creatively and openly, and to innovate in their practice, will yet
come up with new and perhaps better ways to apply these principles for effective
learning.
It should be noted further that this dissertation makes no claim of identifying new
principles of effective learning. Rather, the purpose of this study was to look at new
ways to apply in practice principles of effective learning on which there is wide
agreement. If the principles discussed seem obvious, it is because they are generally easy
to accept as statements. However, serious reflection on current practices in IBDE (and
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elsewhere in higher education), quickly leads to the conclusion that, obvious as these
principles may be, they are principles too often ignored in current practice. Here, then, is
a list of principles from the WGU model that can help improve Internet-based distance
education, and perhaps other forms of education as well.
Mission and Goals
At the beginning of this dissertation, I suggested that too many implementations of
IBDE result simply from a need to do something with this new technology, rather than
starting with a clearly defined strategy to achieve a specific educational purpose in using
the technology (Ely, 1996). It is important before undertaking any educational endeavor
to take time to specify clearly the purpose and goals of the activity. Generally speaking,
implementations of IBDE should have a focus on improving access to education, the cost
of delivery, and/or the quality of learning.
For example, the overriding goal might be to expand access to populations beyond
the reach of a particular campus, and if this can be done at equal cost and quality to the
campus-based programs, the project might be considered very successful. Alternatively,
some campuses find they can handle more students on campus, at less cost, by having
students take some of their courses online. Some campuses have incorporated online
instruction into their campus-based courses, accepting higher costs for a perceived higher
quality educational experience. It is commonly thought that these three goals of higher
education conflict with each other (i.e. that greater quality increases costs, or expanding
access may decrease quality), but this dissertation suggests that it may be possible to
improve all three areas at once by the creative use of IBDE.
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Having specified a mission and goals for IBDE implementation, it is important to
define clearly what will constitute success and how it will be measured. A goal of
expanding access should specify the target audience for this service, and measure
whether it attracts that population and meets their needs. However, the goal is probably
to expand access at some acceptable, defined cost and quality, so measures of these
parameters must also be put in place. In fact, most goals will require a definition of
success and associated measurements along all three dimensions of access, cost and
quality. This is not to suggest that goals can only be in one direction: to expand access,
lower costs, and improve quality. The goal may be to limit access and increase both
quality and costs. In any case, it is important to define clearly the objectives, what will
constitute success, and the means by which success will be measured. Table 2 provided a
snapshot of the WGU approach to defining and measuring mission and goals, with
measurements along all three dimensions of cost, quality and access.
Individualization
Clearly a central theme of this dissertation and much of the literature on IBDE is its
potential to individualize instruction. This is not a new concept in education; the benefits
of individualization have been recognized and promoted by educators for many years.
The benefits of individualizing instruction are that educators can improve both student
time on task and the relevance of education for the student, because the student is
working on just what is needed at a given time. The issue has been that it simply requires
too much work and cost to develop materials and teach effectively on an individual basis.
The difference today is that well-designed computer programs can do much of that
work: evaluating the needs of individual learners, tailoring instruction to those needs,
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and tracking individual student progress along different tracks. Using the computer in
this way does not eliminate the need for teachers, as some have feared, but elaborates and
changes their roles (and perhaps makes each new role even more meaningful, not less so).
For example, the WGU faculty role of mentor combined with online learning resources
produces a level of human and automated individualization that is unique.
Most of the focus on individualization has been within individual courses, on
building it in through course development. This can be very expensive. The
development of ongoing assessment and multiple tracks through a course is a significant
instructional design and development issue. The WGU model suggests a different
approach in applying the principle of individualization.
First, the principle is applied at the program level, not the course level. Thus, each
student receives a pre-assessment against pre-defined degree competencies, and then an
individual academic action plan (AAP) is built for that student, taking into account his
existing competencies, and specifying the courses and learning resources required to gain
a degree. The pre-assessment is computer-delivered and computer-scored, and the AAP
is online and tracked and updated by computer. However, the pre-assessment is
interpreted by the student’s WGU mentor, and the AAP is built with collaboration
between the student and the mentor.
The second innovation is not to focus on individualizing within courses to student
differences; instead, WGU offers a broad array of courses and other learning resources so
that individualization takes place in the choice of courses, rather than within the course
itself. As noted earlier, the more modular the learning materials, the more effective this
form of individualization will be. In addition, the goal of having a broad array of courses
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with different styles and approaches presupposes the sharing of resources rather than
single-source development.
Modular, Interactive Instruction
This dissertation argues that courses and other learning resources should be both
modular and interactive. In so saying, it is recognized that these are two different
attributes quite independent of each other. It is easy to conceive of lessons being modular
but not interactive, or interactive without being modular. Nevertheless, in contemplating
development of new materials, or in choosing to use existing materials, these are
important attributes. As noted above, the key rationale for modular courseware is that it
allows for more focused learning, greater individualization, and as a result more effective
time on task and greater relevance to the student. Modular courseware will also decrease
costs, because students will pay for only those modules they need, rather than paying for
whole courses. New course development should be focused on individual modules that
can be combined in different sequences to meet individual student needs.
The primary rationale for interactive learning content is the well-established
principle of ‘active learning’. Students simply learn more when they are actively
engaged in the learning process, rather than acting as passive receptors of content. There
are many ways to make learning content interactive. Chickering and Ehrmann (1996)
suggested the use of simulations and using the computer as a tool for research, analysis
and presentation. Even during the presentation of content, computer-based instruction
programs can pause to ask questions, invite students to respond, and provide feedback to
those responses at a level simply not possible in a classroom. Too many implementations
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of online instruction use the technology merely to deliver text and graphics, and to submit
assignments, rather than utilizing truly interactive forms of instruction.
Sharing of Learning Resources
A major insight from the WGU model is the idea of utilizing courses provided by
other institutions. The potential of online learning has generated a significant discussion
around individualizing instruction, not just to the content knowledge of the student but to
different learning styles. The focus has been on developing course materials that would
within the course adapt to student knowledge and learning preferences. The limitation of
this approach is that the cost of developing such customizable materials is often
prohibitive on a large scale. A different approach is simply to have a large library of
available course materials, and allow the student, with faculty consultation, to choose
those materials having the best prospects for fitting his or her needs. Of course, the cost
to a single institution of developing this array of courses might very well be prohibitive.
In addition, most universities and development organizations tend to be attached to a
particular development approach. However, by sharing the best available courses from a
wide array of sources, multiple different paths of instruction may be provided. Thus a
learner may be enabled to choose courses that are instructor-led or self-paced,
synchronous or asynchronous, primarily text-based or video-based, and so on.
There are other significant advantages to sharing courses and learning resources.
Clearly the sharing of courses represents significant cost-savings at both a macro and a
micro level. At a macro level, nationally or at the state-level, taxpayers have paid for
essentially the same course (egg. English 101) to be developed multiple times, replicated
at each university that could obtain the funds for developing their version of the course.
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Developers of these courses are often not familiar with other similar courses at other
institutions, and consequently may not improve on previous versions. At the micro level,
universities and departments are spending significant dollars developing courses in areas
where excellent courses may already be available from others. Administrators in higher
education simply do not have the tradition to look regularly at ‘make vs. buy’ decisions
for instructional content. However, the costs of developing high quality online courses
may soon force more universities in this direction. Perhaps more important than the
initial cost, the cost of maintaining courses and keeping the content and technology
updated is significant. As the online learning market continues to develop, universities
may resort to defending their outdated courseware because they will not be able to afford
to improve it.
By adopting the practice of sharing the best available online content, a more
significant market may be developed for individual courses. This market will provide
opportunities for greater investment and higher quality courses. The same is true for
other services. Rather than each university developing its own online library, multiple
universities could share a common library resource. In so doing, individual universities
could save the expense of building their own, while providing additional resources to
build a more comprehensive common library.
Differentiate faculty roles
University professors were, for the most part, never explicitly trained in teaching,
pedagogy, instructional design or assessment. Faculty members are hired based on their
advanced degrees, research and knowledge of their own discipline. Because they have
gone through the educational process themselves, the expectation is that they are able to
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pass on their knowledge to students effectively. The reality is that online learning is
simply different from classroom education, and requires a greater degree of
specialization. In the development of effective online courseware for example, the
development team still requires faculty or other subject matter experts in a central role,
but also may require the talents and experience of instructional designers, graphic artists,
video producers, programmers, and editors. Similarly, few faculties have the expertise in
assessment to develop valid and reliable instruments to measure student learning at a
distance.
Some faculty members may be most interested in mentoring students, others in
developing courses, still others in providing instruction or conducting research. While
not proscribing the interests of any individual faculty member, it is not reasonable to
require that they be expert and interested in all of these functions. Indeed, the major
guidelines and barriers discussed in the literature around IBDE involve the anxiety of
faculty over the multitude of new roles they are expected to fill. The simple truth is that
no amount of professional development will overcome the specialization problem
inherent in online education. As indicated in Chapter 4, the WGU experience has shown
that unbundling faculty roles results in both higher quality and lower costs.
Independent of Time and Place
As noted above, the attribute of the WGU model most valued by students was
opportunity to pursue learning at their own time and place. Some WGU students have
expressed that they had given up on ever pursuing a degree because it could not fit into
their busy work and family life. This principle primarily addresses the issue of
expanding access to higher education to those in remote locations or with personal
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schedules that would make traditional education difficult. However, this flexibility of
learning also addresses the important element of student time on task. Especially for
part-time students taking a few classes at a time, an inordinate amount of precious time is
spent commuting to campus, parking, walking to class, and returning home. When we
provide 24/7 access anywhere, the student’s time is spent learning rather than accessing
the education.
This principle may seem obvious, and even a central characteristic of online
learning, yet many implementations of online learning are synchronous, or timedependent, requiring students to participate at set times. Others have significant
residency requirements, allowing some coursework to be done online but requiring a
portion of the learning to be campus-based. These implementations are justified by a
feeling that synchronous education or campus-based learning adds quality to the
educational experience. This paper has sought to suggest that rather than keep old
methods, it is important to define their strengths and seek to build these strengths into
new approaches.
Pacing
One of the commonly cited challenges in distance education is that completion
rates are often lower than found in campus-based programs. Part of the reason for this is
undoubtedly that campus-based students are more singularly focused on their education,
while many distance education students are trying to fit their education ‘into the cracks’.
However, a significant reason for this disparity was suggested in the literature review
above: students lose the pacing ritual of regularly scheduled classes and the pacing
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influence of being part of a learning community. Effective IBDE must focus on the need
for pacing influences for most students, and take steps to provide this motivation.
There are undoubtedly many ways to instill a sense of pace into an educational
program. This is one reason that some universities prefer synchronous class sessions –
moving the students through as a group at regularly scheduled times provides a strong
sense of pacing. However, synchronous group instruction also loses much of the
potential value of IBDE. New ways need to be found to provide pacing without
destroying individualization or freedom from time and place.
WGU uses several approaches to instill a pacing factor. The fact that students pay
term tuition every six months means that the faster they complete their program, the less
it will cost them. In addition, each student has an individual academic action plan (AAP),
that specifies dates when various activities are to be completed, and a faculty mentor is
assigned to follow up with each student and keep them on track. In addition, WGU has
focused on grouping students into learning communities, where they have a sense of
group progress and a peer pressure incentive not to fall behind the others. We continue to
explore other new ways to strengthen the pacing influence on our students to help them
succeed in a timely fashion.
Learning Communities
Much has already been said in this dissertation about the importance of learning
communities. Virtually all of the guidelines for effective IBDE include collaboration and
community building among students and between students and faculty. Learning
communities are important for at least two major reasons. The first is for the pacing
influence that exists in learning with a group, rather than alone. The group lends
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importance to the activity, there is a sense of falling behind the group for laggards, and
the group can establish social value in keeping up with and helping others, both by word
and example. The second rationale for learning community is that greater learning takes
place through dialogue. There is a synthesis of information that takes place in
expressing, discussing and defending ideas that cannot take place in isolation. Finally,
learning to collaborate and work in teams is important for much of modern work and life.
It is an educational goal to be sought in its own right.
Learning communities do not just happen because students are assigned to groups
and given tools to communicate. Most often in online learning, communities are
mandated by making participation part of the grade. Often, by being forced to
participate, students come to appreciate the experience; other times, they fulfill the
requirement without really engaging in the experience. WGU chose not to mandate the
experience, but to try to create learning communities that students would value. One key
seems to be to involve students in community from the very beginning. A sense of
identity is built, very difficult to recreate later, when a group begins a journey together.
A second key is to provide easy to use communication tools including online chat,
discussion boards, instant messaging, and threaded discussion groups. Sharing student
phone numbers and email addresses with the group provides an early sense of group
identity. Such sharing of personal information is only with permission, of course. A tone
of respect and invitation, not compulsion, is important in building engaging and effective
communities. At the same time, early training on the use of those tools, requiring actual
use in a meaningful activity, is important to make students comfortable with the
technology. Ultimately, learning communities succeed because the professor (mentor) is
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involved. The professor’s own time and skill in communication and collaboration offers
a model of use, suggests the importance of the activity, and keeps the discussion flowing
in productive ways.
Emphasize results rather than process
One of the difficulties in moving to new models of higher education is that the
educational establishment as a whole has defined quality in higher education indirectly,
by focusing on aspects of what institutions have and do, rather than on what students
achieve. Thus, traditional accreditation focuses on issues such as governance, faculty
credentials and involvement, instructional hours, library resources, financial resources,
physical plant, and so on. When accreditation professionals talk about moving to
outcome measures, they are most often referring to retention rates, graduation rates,
graduate success in finding jobs, starting pay, etc. While these are important outcome
measures, none of them measure learning attainments - what a graduate has learned or
what she knows and can do upon graduation.
The ultimate outcome of education should be a set of measures of student learning,
but we have few effective measures of learning in higher education. The WGU
competency-based degrees are one approach to this problem. WGU defines clearly what
a student is expected to know and be able to do upon graduation, and we have developed
clear measures to ensure that every graduate has mastered those competencies. Thus the
ultimate measure of quality at WGU comes down to whether the competencies are the
right ones and whether the assessments adequately measure the competencies. The
process of learning is important only as a means to the end, not as an end in itself. WGU
moved away from a credit-based program with required courses to emphasize that how
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one gains the competencies (the process) is not important; what is important is that each
graduate has demonstrated that she has achieved mastery of those competencies. One
need not embrace the entire competency-based model to agree that defining and
measuring learning attainments would improve the quality of our educational programs.
Assessment of Student Learning
The result of focusing on measuring learning attainments, whether students in fact
learn what they are supposed to, is a requirement to do a better job of measuring student
learning. WGU’s competency-based assessments represent just one approach to this
problem. The key to assessment of student learning is to define clearly the learning
domains and develop methodologies and instruments to measure important attainments
within these domains.
The problem is compounded, or at least brought into focus in distance learning,
because the student is separate from the instructor. New ways are required to deliver and
grade assessments cost-effectively, and to ensure the integrity of the instruments as well
as student performance. Online assessments offer a partial solution. The capabilities of
the computer and the Internet allow us to develop multi-modal assessments measuring a
broad range of knowledge and skills, and to deliver and grade these assessments costeffectively. However, ensuring that the student is the one taking the test is still a
challenge. For the foreseeable future, it is likely that online tests will still need to be
delivered in secure testing centers, where exams are proctored and students are required
to show picture identification. WGU utilizes a network of college testing centers; there
are also commercial testing centers, such as Prometric centers, that may serve this
function for many students.
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One of the criticisms of competency-based education is that it is more training than
education, more skills-based than higher order thinking. This misunderstanding results
from the feeling that general education competencies cannot be effectively measured.
This, however, is simply not true. WGU has spent a considerable time and effort with
national experts in defining the competencies of a general education and developing the
assessments to measure them. While others may differ on both the definition and
measurement of the competencies, sufficient work has been done to demonstrate that they
may both be defined and measured.
A second challenge to competency-based education is that it encourages learning
discrete bits of knowledge, rather than broad integration and application of knowledge
and skills. However, competencies can be written to include skills and knowledge that
cut across discrete pieces, such as working in teams, developing a computer program, or
teaching in a classroom. It should be noted at the same time, that WGU competency
assessments include a combination of objective and essay exams, portfolios, performance
tasks and projects, in order to adequately assess the defined competencies.
Continuing Evaluation and Improvement
Higher education needs to build a culture of continuing evaluation and
improvement. This begins with having a clearly defined mission and related goals, a
definition of what constitutes success and measures in place to track performance. In
many cases, institutional research should be redefined as action research, and given the
mandate not merely to collect data but to propose improvement plans based on those
data. Rather than be content with the status quo, goals should be raised and performance
challenged to be improved.
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The focus of educational activity and its measurement and evaluation should be on
student learning. WGU has been greatly benefited by a culture of action research, where
performance is actively measured and improvement is diligently pursued. Educational
innovation at a university level requires action research. If there is one lesson from the
WGU experience, it is that the implementation of effective IBDE involves continuous
cycles of improvement. We began with the best available theories and created a model to
meet them. The model would not have succeeded without a willingness to measure its
effectiveness and innovate along the way to improve areas of weakness. This is a process
that is never finished.
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